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Box 1

1:1 Sermon - "The call of Christ to Church School and home" - Prov. 3:13-14. 2 Oct. 1927
1:3 Sermon - "Which is the great commandment?" - Matt. 22:34-36. 16 Oct 1927
1:5 Sermon - "Why -- A church?" - 2 Cor. 6:16b-18. 30 Oct. 1927
1:6 Sermon - "Ye must be born again" - Jn. 3:6-7. 6 Nov. 1927
1:7 Sermon - "With whom do you walk" - Phil. 3:17. 20 Nov. 1927
1:8 Sermon - "Through experience to God" - Rom. 15:4. 4 Dec. 1927
1:9 Sermon - "On the road to Bethlehem" - Phil. 4:4-7. 18 Dec. 1927
1:10 Sermon - "Rede, herr, dein knecht hoeret" - 1 Sam. 3:1-20. 8 Jan. 1928
1:13 Sermon - "Stilling the tempest" - Matt. 8:23-27. 29 Jan. 1928
1:14 Sermon - "Beating the air" - 1 Cor. 9:24-10:5. 5 Feb. 1928
1:15 Sermon - "Das allerheiligste" - 1 Cor. 11:23-29; 10:16-17. 12 Feb. 1928
1:16 Sermon - "The meaning of God in human experience" - Ps. 46:10a. 19 Feb. 1928
1:19 Sermon - "Was habe ich dir gethan, mein volk?" - Mich. 6:2-4; Jn. 10:31-33. 11 Mar. 1928
1:20 Sermon - "How to become great!" - Jer. 1:6-7, 18-19. 18 Mar. 1928
1:21 Sermon - "Unstaerblichkeit" - Jn. 8:46-59. 25 Mar. 1928
1:22 Sermon - "Der mann der passion!" - Is. 53:1-7. 1 Apr. 1928
1:23 Sermon - "What do you think of Jesus?" - Mk. 8:27-29. 1 Apr. 1928
1:24 Sermon - "Why seek ye the living among the dead?" - Lk. 24:5b-6a. 8 Apr. 1928
1:25 Sermon - "Der Geschwisterkranz" - Rom. 8:29. 22 April 1928
1:26 Sermon - "The Christian's assurance" - Jn. 16:16-23. 29 Apr. 1928
1:27 Sermon - "Faith in action" - Jam. 1:22-27. 6 May 1928
1:29 Sermon - "Das pfingstwunder" - Acts 3:1-10. 28 May 1928
1:30 Miscellaneous material from St. John's Evangelical Protestant Church, Columbus, Ohio circa 1911-1912.
1:32 Letters (3) - Mrs. T. Lehmann, Jr. to Rev. & Mrs. Timothy Lehmann; Mrs. T. Lehmann, Jr. to Dr. Timothy Lehmann, Jr.; Mrs. T. Lehmann, Jr. to "Mother and Dad" [Rev. & Mrs. Timothy Lehmann]. 22 Nov. 1948, 2 Oct. 1948, 16 Dec. 1949
1:33 Ministerial licenses for PL.
1:34 Letters (3) - John Immel & Sons to Rev. T. Lehmann; Joint Committee on War Production Communities to Rev. Timothy Lehmann; Christmas card from George Kalbfleisch. 11 June 19117, Feb. 1919
1:36 Sermon - "Education and democracy." undated
1:37 Sermon - "The beauty of holiness" - Ps. 96:9. undated
1:38 Sermon - "The spiritual value of education" - Jn. 10:10b. undated
1:39 Miscellaneous - prayers and orders of service.
1:40 PL report cards, 1919
1:41 Papers by PL - "The individual and society," "The problem of economic justice," and "The ethical implications of the tragedy of Faust" (2 copies). 1925
1:42 Papers by PL - "The modifications of traditional ethical concepts required by the acceptance of the evolutionary standpoint," "The ethics of Plato and Aristotle," and " The Justification for the history of, and the legislation affecting to study of manual arts in the schools of the United States." 1926
1:44 Sermon - "Abschiedspredigt in Gaarwood." 26 May 1929
1:45 Letters (6) - to PL from PL's father. 1927
1:46 Letters (2) - to PL from PL's mother. 1927
1:47 Letters (6) - to PL from PL's father. 1928-1931
1:48 Letters (4) - to PL from PL's grandmother. undated
1:49 Letters (3) - to PL from Tim Lehmann. 1927-1928
1:50 Letters (9) - to PL from W. P. Kim; photo (of W. P. Kim?) 1926-1927
1:51 Letters (5) - to PL from "Russell." circa 1927-1928
1:52 Letters (3) - from PL to S. D. Press, Charles Gillett, and Albert Palmer. 1927-1928
1:53 Telegrams (3) 1927-1930
1:55 Letters (3) - to PL from John Speaks, E. L. Mahaffey, and Jacob Lucks. 1928
1:56 Letters (2) - to PL from Fred Grimmell, Samuel Moss Carter. 1930
1:57 Assorted cards and letters to PL 1926-1931
1:58 Letters (2) - to PL from Till Edinger, Onalee Fraser. 1943-1944
1:59 Class notes - "History, literature, and religion of the O. T. in outline" - Profs. Bewer and Kraeling. 1927
1:60 Class notes - "The work and life of the Christian minister" - Prof. Coffin. 1927
1:62 Class notes - "Applied sociology" - Prof. Suedden (sp?). 1927
1:63 Class notes - "The Bible in modern preaching and teaching" - Prof. Fosdick. 1927
1:64 Class notes - "Fundamental Principles of Christian preaching" - Prof. Ross. 1927
1:65 Notes - Outline of O. T. prophets. 1927-1928
1:66 Class notes - "The religion of the earlier prophets" - Prof. Bewer. 1927
1:67 Class notes - "The history, literature, and religion of the Old Testament in outline" - Prof. Bewer. 1928
1:68 Class notes - "New Testament Greek" - Prof. Tryon. 1927-1928
1:69 Notes - "Church History" - Prof. Moffatt. 1928
1:71 Papers by PL - "I believe in God," "I believe in the forgiveness of sins," and "A criticism of Calvinism from the point of view of modern theology." 1929
1:72 Paper by PL - on humanism for the Origen society (per notes on original folder). 1929
1:73 Paper by PL - "I believe in Jesus Christ." 1930
1:74 Lecture notes circa 1928-1929
1:75 Miscellaneous notes, clippings, and bulletins from St. Paul's Evangelical Lutheran Church, Garwood, New Jersey circa 1928-1929.
1:76 Class materials - "The philosophy of the Christian religion" - Profs. Lyman, Niebuhr, and Edgar. 1928-1929
1:77 Systematic theology examinations from UTS 1930-1931
1:78 Class notes - "Jesus Christ: Christology and soteriology" - Prof. Baillie. 1931
1:79  Class notes - "The primary writings of Luther" - Prof. Moffatt 1931
1:80  Notes - "Student definitions of God" from Prof. Baillie's class (per notes on original folder). 1930-1931
1:81  Miscellaneous rolls and rosters from UTS. 1930-1931
1:82  UTS "Department of systematic theology record" for 1930-1932
1:83  Papers and articles (3) - "The predicament of humanism" by John Baillie; "School and university in England" by F. J. Foakes Jackson (signed by author); and "The person of Christ" by John C. Bennett.
1:84  Miscellaneous UTS memoranda, class rosters, notes on STM thesis examinations.
1:85  Class notes - "Systematic theology and philosophy of religion" - Profs. Baillie and Lyman. 1930-1931
1:86  Miscellaneous memoranda and notes from UTS, 1931-1932
1:87  Sermons (29) - series called "The A B C of Morals and Religion" preached at St. John's Evang. Prot. Church, Columbus, Ohio. Summer 1928
1:88  Class notes - notes from five classes on history, education, and sociology. 1927
1:89  Miscellaneous material from St. John's Evang. Prot. Church, circa 1928
1:90  Letters (27) - from PL as acting pastor of St. John's Evangelical Protestant Church. Summer 1928
1:91  Letters and cards (8) - to PL from Edwin J. Koch, Herman Maass, and others. 1924-1926
1:92  Letters and cards (10) - to PL from E. J. F. Dettbarn, Harold Tryon, Ollie Gibsen, James M. Howard, Roger Babson, and others. 1928
1:93  Letters and cards (3) - to PL from E.J.F. Dettbarn, Orrin Kosmo, and J. Reichels 1929-1933

Box 2

2:1  Class notes and material - "General history of philosophy" - Prof. Randall. 1931
2:2  Class notes - "Systematic theology." 1932
2:3  Class notes and material - "The life of prayer in a world of science." 1931
2:4  Class notes and material - "The general history of philosophy" - Prof. Randall. 1930
2:5  Class notes - "Recent cosmological theories on theology" - Profs. Baillie and Lyman. 1930
2:6  Class notes - "Systematic theology" - Prof. Baillie. 1930
2:7  "Published reviews," (per original folder). 1932
2:8  Class notes - "Philosophy of religion" - Profs. Lyman, Edgar, and Niebuhr. 1928-1929
2:9  Class notes - "Hymnology" - Prof. Coffin. 1929
2:10 Class notes - "Brief sermons" - Profs. Fosdick, Ross, and Jefferson. 1929
2:11 Class notes - "The psychology of personality" - Prof. Elliott. 1928
2:12 Class notes and materials - "Work with individuals" - Prof. Elliott. 1929
2:13 Class notes - "The message and spiritual problems of the Christian minister" - Prof. Fosdick. 1930
2:14 Class notes - "Sermon outlines" - Prof. Coffin. 1928
2:15 Class notes and materials - "The contribution of philosophy to the development of the moral life" - Prof. Niebuhr. 1929
2:16 Class notes and material - "Industrial problems" - Prof. Ward. 1929
2:17 Class notes - "Outline course in Christian theology" - Profs. Brown and Bennett. 1928 -1929
2:18 Class materials - "Theism" - Profs. Niebuhr, Lyman, and Edgar. 1928-1929
2:19 Class notes and materials - "Public speaking" - Prof. Wetzel. 1927-1928
2:20 Sermons and church bulletins 1929-1930
2:21 Class material - Sociology - Prof. Snedden. 1928
2:22 Class notes and material - "East and west" - Prof. Moffett. 1929-1930
2:23 Class notes and material - "Dante's Divina Comedia as a source for church history" - Prof. Moffatt. 1929
2:24 Class notes - "Introduction to the New Testament" - Prof. Frame. 1929-1930
2:25 Class notes - "The gospel of Luke" - Prof. Scott. 1929
2:26 Class notes - "First Corinthians" - Prof. Scott. 1929
2:27 Class notes - "New Testament theology" - Prof. Scott. 1928-1929
2:28 Class notes - "History of N. T. times" - Prof. Tryon. 1930
2:29 Class notes - "Hebrew grammar" - Prof. Kraeling. 1928-1929
2:30 Class notes - "Old Testament" - Prof. Kraeling. 1929-1930
2:34 Passport of Timothy Lehmann, issued 1923
2:35 Letters (5) - to PL from PL's parents and brother. 1931-1933
2:36 Letter - to PL from Erwin Sutz. 1931
2:37 Letters (6) - between PL and Wilhelm Pauck. 1931-1946
2:38 Photocopies of letters (2) - from Dietrich Bonhoeffer to Reinhold Niebuhr. 6 Feb. 1933 and 13 July 1934
2:39 Postcard - to PL from Karl Barth. 23 Mar. 1940
2:40 Photos (2) - subjects unidentified.
2:41 Letters (4) - to PL from C. M. John. 1931-1932
2:42 Letters and cards (20) - to PL from various persons. 1931
2:43 Letters (4) - from PL to H. Tryon, L. League, B. M. Miller, and C. H. Werber. 1931
2:44 Letters and cards (18) - to PL from various persons. 1932
2:45 Letters (13) - from PL to various persons. 1932
2:46 Letter - to Mrs. PL from Ursula Niebuhr. undated
2:47 Letters and cards (12) - to PL from various persons. 1933
2:48 Letters (3) - from PL to various persons. 1933
2:49 Letters (4) - to PL from Johannes Schattenmann. 1932-1933
2:50 Letters and cards (9) - to PL from various persons. undated
2:51 Miscellaneous notes and receipts, circa 1931-1933.
2:52 Letters (7) - to Rev. Timothy Lehmann. 1947-1949
2:53 Letters (2) - to PL. 1954-1955
2:54 Class notes - "Die rechtfutigung bei Paulus" - Prof. Gottlob Schrenk. 1932-1933
2:55 Class notes - "Weltanschauungslehre" with Prof. E. Grisebach and "Kunst und natur" with Prof. H. Wölffli [sp?]. 1932-1933

2:56 Class notes - "Pfarrant und gegenwart" - Prof. E. Brunner. 1932-1933

2:57 Class notes - "Christliche theologie im zusammenhang" - Prof. E. Brunner. 1932-1933

2:58 Miscellaneous materials from studying in Germany and Switzerland 1932-1933

2:59 Research note cards circa 1930-1934.

Box 3

3:1 Journal (photocopy) - entries - author unknown. 10 Nov. 1929 through 12 Mar. [1930?]

3:2 Papers by PL - "Referat ueber Dikaiosynytheoy bei Paulus," and "The Platonic 'Theory of ideas.'" circa 1932

3:3 Letter - to PL from Erwin Sutz. 1935

3:4 Letters (8) - to and from Johannes and Gertrud Schattenmann. 1934-1955

3:5 Letters (7) - to PL from PL's father, brother, and grandmother. 18 July 1934

3:6 Letters (5) - to PL from "Chris." 1934-1935

3:7 Letters (12) - to PL from various persons. 1934-1935

3:8 Letter - from PL to Paul Tillich. 22 Jan. 1935

3:9 Letters, cards, and telegrams (25) - to PL from various persons, including "Winifred and Howard," John Claxton, "Mildred and Sam," Gardner Lattimer, and Ernst Ochsner. 1936-1937

3:10 Letters (6) - to and from Mary Williamson and Helen Hobart, Elmhurst College. 1936

3:11 Letters and cards (20) - to PL from various persons, including C. M. John and Werner Schmidt. 1933-1939

3:12 Letters (14) - to PL from "Ruth." 1951

3:13 Letters (3) - to PL from "George." 1937

3:14 Letter (16) - to PL from Kalman Sulyok and Katherine Hagerman.

3:15 Letters (8) - between PL and A. F. Alberswerth. 1941-1943

3:16 Letters (5) - between PL and Elmer J. F. Arndt. 1937-1938

3:17 Letters (6) - to PL from Grace E. Arthur. 1942-1951
3:18 Letters (13) - from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "A", including Edwin Aubrey, Mrs. Charles Arbuthnot, and Edwin Angstadt. 1943-1950
3:19 Letters (16) - between PL and John Baillie. 1932-1947
3:20 Letters (4) - to PL from Robert Baumann. 1934-1938
3:21 Letters (25) - to PL (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "B"). 1933-1951
3:22 Letters (19) - from PL (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "B"). 1933-1946
3:23 Letters (2) - between PL and Henry Sloane Coffin. 1938
3:24 Letters (14) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "C"). 1933-1947
3:25 Letters (19) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "D"). 1933-1947, 1971
3:26 Letters (15) - between PL and Eugene Exman. 1936-1944
3:27 Letters (11) - to PL from various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "E"). 1943-1946
3:28 Letters (11) - between PL and various persons, including Harry Emerson Fosdick (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "F"). 1933-1951
3:29 Letters (17) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "G"). 1934-1950
3:30 Letters (17) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "H"). 1933-1942
3:31 Letters (27) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "H"). 1943-1951
3:32 Letters (11) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "J"). 1933-1947
3:33 Letters (11) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "K"). 1935-1960
3:34 Poem - "Anthropos Neo-Dialecticos, dedicated to Dr. Paul Lehmann" - by Frederick R. Kling. 1950
3:35 Letters (29) - between PL and Peter Blau. circa 1939-1942
3:36 Letters (35) - to PL from PL's father. 1933-1943
3:37 Letters (4) - from PL to PL's father. 1933-1942
3:38 Letters (6) - to PL from PL's brother and grandmother. 1933-1943
3:39 Letters (31) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized 
correspondence folders, folder "L"). 1932-1951
3:40 Letters (4) - between PL and Gardner Lattimer. 1933-1936
3:41 Letters (3) - between PL and Eugene Lyman. 1933-1935
3:42 Letters (15) - between PL and Bernard Loomer, Werner Richter, 
3:43 Letters (38) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized 
correspondence folders, folder "M"). 1932-1951
3:44 Letters (7) - between PL and John A. Mackay. 1943-1947
3:45 Letters (5) - between PL and John A. Mackay and Hulda Niebuhr. circa 
1951
3:46 Letters (9) - between PL and Mildred H. McAfee. 1941-1943
3:47 Letters (7) - between PL and Robert C. Mackie. 1941-1943
3:48 Letters (8) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized 
correspondence folders, folder "N"). 1936-1951
3:49 Sermon - preached by Rev. Horace T. Allen at funeral of Philip R. 
Newell, Ill. 14 Jan. 1975
3:50 Letters (25) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized 
correspondence folders, folder "P"). 1931-1947
3:51 Letters (21) - between PL and S. D. Press. 1936-1942
3:52 Letters (21) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized 
correspondence folders, folder "R"). 1933-1951
3:53 Letters (12) - between PL and Cyril Richardson. 1938-1942
3:54 Letters (57) - between PL and Werner, Ursula, and Gisela Richter. 
1941-1955
3:55 Letters (9) - between PL and Goetz Richter. 1941-1944
3:56 Letters (34) - to PL from various persons (from alphabetized 
correspondence folders, folder "S"). 1932-1951
3:57 Letters (15) - from PL to various persons (from alphabetized 
correspondence folders, folder "S"). 1934-1947
3:58 Letters (20) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized 
correspondence folders, folder "T"). 1935-1950
3:60 Letters (2) - between PL and Gardner Lattimer. 1938-1939
3:61 Letters (11) - between PL and Henry P. Van Dusen. 1935-1944
3:62  Letters (30) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "W"). 1935-1951
3:63  Letters (6) - between PL and Harry Ward. 1933-1938
3:64  Letters (11) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folders "Y" and "Z"). 1936-1947
3:65  Letters (29) - between PL and Fred and Mena Zimmermann. 1937-1943
3:66  Letters (2) - between PL and Hulda Niebuhr. 1939
3:67  Letters (5) - between PL and John Wild. 1939
3:68  Letters (3) - between PL and Johannes Schattenmann. 1935-1936
3:69  Letters (3) - between PL and PL's father and brother. 1939-1940
3:70  Letters (3) - between PL and Werner Richter. 1940
3:71  Letters (4) - between PL and "Mildred and Sam". 1940
3:72  Letters (6) - between PL and John Knox. 1939-1940
3:73  Letters (5) - between PL and Howard Kelsey. 1940
3:74  Letters (3) - between PL and John and Jewel Baillie. 1932-1933
3:75  Letters (4) - between PL and Walter and Eloise Reif. 1941-1944
3:76  Letters (35) - between PL and various persons (mostly former students). 1938-1944
3:77  Letters (9) - between PL and Kenneth Taylor. 1939-1941
3:78  Letters (21) - between PL and Roland Pantermuehl. 1936-1942
3:79  Letters (12) - between PL and Louise Pettibone Smith. 1940
3:80  Letters (11) - between PL and Fred McCulloch. 1938-1941
3:81  Letters (6) - between PL and Ralph and Henrietta Maschmeier. 1940-1941
3:82  Letters (9) - between PL and Eugene Exman. 1939-1940
3:83  Letters (17) - between PL and Charles Enders and Ernie [Enders?]. 1936-1937
3:84  Letters (19) - between PL and Ed and Barbara Prasse. 1938-1943
3:85  Letters (7) - between PL and Fred Schroeder. 1940
3:86  Letters (14) - between PL and "Eloise". 1938-1942
3:87  Letters (37) - from PL to various persons. 1939-1940
3:88  Letters (54) - to PL from various persons. 1939-1940
3:89 Letters (16) - between PL and various persons. 1935-1937
3:90 Letters (38) - to PL from Harold Tryon. 1932-1943
3:91 Letters (21) - from PL to Harold Tryon. 1934-1943
3:92 Miscellaneous - sheet music, newspaper clippings, and cards, circa 1930s.
3:93 Edition of Karl Barth's *Credo: A Presentation of the Chief Problems of Dogmatics with Reference to the Apostle's Creed*, presented to PL by his mother and father and with an inscription by them inside front and back flyleaves. 1936

**Box 4**

4:1 Letters (13) - between PL and PL's father. 1940-1941
4:2 Letters (2) - to PL from Olga [Pauck?]. 1937
4:3 Letters (16) - between PL and Werner Richter. 1940-1942
4:4 Letters (13) - between PL and Harold Tryon. 1941
4:5 Letters (5) - between PL and John Baillie. 1938-1941
4:6 Letters (4) - between PL and Goetz Richter. 1940-1941
4:7 Letters (11) - between PL and Louise Pettibone Smith. 1941
4:8 Letters (2) - to PL from Peter Blau. 1943
4:9 Letters (3) - between PL and Henry Van Dusen. 1941
4:10 Letters (7) - between PL and Mildred H. McAfee. 1941
4:11 Letters (12) - between PL and Frederick W. Schroeder. 1940-1941
4:12 Letters (6) - between PL and Paul Scherer. 1940-1941
4:13 Letters (2) - between PL and Charles Macfarland. 1940
4:14 Letters (4) - between PL and Cyril Richardson. 1940
4:15 Letters (11) - between PL and M. Holmes "Steve" Hartshorne. 1940-1941
4:16 Letters (21) - to PL from various persons. 1940
4:17 Letters (14) - from PL to various persons. 1940
4:18 Letters (29) - to PL from various persons. 1941
4:19 Letters (23) - from PL to various persons. 1941
4:20 Letters (13) - between PL and various persons. 1937-1944
4:21 Sermons and addresses (14) and church bulletins 1936-1937
4:22  Sermons and addresses (27) 1937-1939
4:23  Church bulletins 1937-1939
4:24  Sermons and addresses (16) 1939-1941
4:25  Sermons and addresses (33) 1939-1941
4:26  Church bulletins 1939-1941
4:27  Chapel programs 1933-1934
4:28  Chapel programs 1934-1937
4:29  Chapel programs 1935-1936
4:30  Chapel programs 1936-1937
4:31  Chapel programs 1937-1938
4:32  Chapel programs 1938-1939
4:33  Chapel programs 1939
4:34  Chapel programs 1939-1940
4:35  Chapel programs 1940-1941
4:36  Funeral services circa 1930

Box 5

5:1  Sermons (15) and church bulletins 1933-1935
5:2  Sermons and church bulletins 1935-1936
5:3  Course lecture notes and materials - "The literary form and content of the Bible." 1933-1936
5:4  Course lecture notes and materials - "The literary form and content of the Bible." 1936-1939
5:5  Course lecture notes and materials - "Religion in life and literature." 1936-1939
5:6  Course lecture notes and materials - "Old Testament history." 1934-1939
5:7  Course lecture notes and materials - "The prophets of the Old Testament." 1933-1940
5:8  Course lecture notes and materials - "An intro. to the study of religion." 1933-1939
5:9 Course lecture notes and materials - "Religion in thought and life." 1936-1940
5:10 Course lecture notes and materials - "The teachings of Jesus." 1933-1940
5:11 Course lecture notes and materials - "Comparative religion." 1933-1939
5:12 Course lecture notes and materials - "The problems of religion." 1933-1940
5:13 Course lecture notes and materials - "Philosophy of religion." circa 1944-1945
5:15 Course lecture notes and materials - "Religious biography." 1934-1935
5:16 Course lecture notes and materials - "Masterpieces of religious literature." 1934-1935
5:17 Course lecture notes and materials - "Introduction to Nietzsche." 1939-1940
5:18 Lecture notes - "The religious development of Germany." Mar. 1935
5:19 Lecture notes - "A new church in a new world." July 1937
5:20 Miscellaneous material from Union Seminary 1930-1931
5:21 Class record books (7) 1933-1940
5:22 Miscellaneous short articles (5) by PL 1934-1936
5:23 Manuscript of PL's article "A decision confronts the church" 1934
5:24 Manuscript of PL's article "Is the theology of crisis a crisis theology?" 1934
5:25 Picture directory of St. John's Evangelical Protestant Church 1972

Box 6
6:1 Lecture notes - "The meaning of history." Nov. 1943
6:2 Manuscript of correspondence regarding PL's "The idea of forgiveness in Protestantism" 1939
6:4 Lecture notes and other material from "The conference for ministers and religious leaders" June and July 1948.
6:5 Lecture notes from lectures delivered at the Y.W.C.A. foundation at Olivet College Mar. 1941.

6:6 Material from the "Elmhurst summer training school" July 1937.

6:7 Lecture notes and other material from "The Hanover conference on Christian living" July 1938.

6:8 Lecture notes and other material from the "Thornton Township school of religion" Oct.-Nov. 1935.

6:9 Lecture notes and other material from the "Dunkirk family weeks" Aug. 1938.


6:11 Manuscripts (3), reprints (2) and correspondence regarding PL's article "The authority of the church and freedom" - published in The Review of Religion Jan. 1940.


6:13 Manuscripts (3) of and correspondence regarding PL's article "anti-Semitism is suicide" 1939

6:14 Manuscript of and correspondence regarding PL's article "Natural theology and the Protestant mind" 1939

6:15 Manuscript of PL's article "Watching the church disintegrate" 1938

6:16 Manuscript of PL's article "The promise of theology in America" 1942

6:17 Manuscript of PL's article "Religion and Revolution" 1938

6:18 Manuscripts (10) of book reviews by PL.

6:19 Manuscript of PL's article "The evangelical tradition and student decisions" 1937

6:20 Manuscript of PL's article "Armin Dexheimer: 1806-1938" 1938

6:21 Reprints (2) of and correspondence regarding PL's article "Barth and Brunner: the dilemma of the Protestant mind" - published in The Journal of Religion Apr. 1940.

6:22 Lectures (2) on Karl Barth 1936-1937

6:23 Manuscript and correspondence regarding PL's lecture series, "The predicament of Protestant thought" 1939

6:24 Manuscripts (2) of PL's article "A Protestant critique of Anglicanism" 1944

6:25 Manuscript of PL's paper "Religious presuppositions of ethics" - presented to Duodecim Dec. 1944
6:26 Manuscript and material from PL's lecture series, "The Christian doctrine of man" - delivered at Howard University Nov. 1939.
6:27 Letters (25) - between PL and Howard Thurman. 1939
6:28 Letters (3) between PL and R. K. Veryard and material regarding German refugees.
6:29 Manuscript of and correspondence regarding PL's article "Leading peace movements" 1939
6:30 Manuscript of PL's paper "Character implications in education" 1936
6:31 Sermons (7) 1939-1945
6:32 Lecture notes - "Dogmatics I" 1940-1941
6:33 Lecture notes - "Dogmatics II" 1940-1941
6:34 Advertisements for and reviews of PL's Forgiveness circa 1940
6:35 Letters (4) - between PL and H. Richard Niebuhr. 1941
6:36 Letters (2) - to PL from Dietrich Bonhoeffer. 28 Feb. 1941 and 20 Sept. 1941
6:37 Letter - from PL to Erwin Sutz. 4 Aug. 1941
6:38 Letter - from PL to the President. 13 May 1941
6:39 Letter - from PL to the Minister's No War Committee. 13 May 1941
6:40 Letter - from PL to the U.S. Army Chief of Chaplains. 25 Apr. 1941
6:41 PL's application for appointment as military chaplain.
6:42 Letters (2) - between PL and PL's father. 1939
6:43 Letters (9) - between PL and "Cornelius." 1939-1943
6:44 Letters (7) - between PL and Cora Klick. 1940-1943
6:45 Letters (32) - between PL and "Paul and June." 1939-1942
6:46 Letters (12) - between PL and "Mary." 1940-1943
6:47 Letters (22) - between PL and "Ralph and Henrietta." 1940-1943
6:48 Letters (7) - between PL and "Vernon." 1936-1939
6:49 Letters (16) - between PL and Carl Hille. 1941-1943
6:50 Letters (32) - between PL and various persons concerning efforts to aid German refugees. 1939-1940
6:51 Letters (10) - between PL and Harold Kamenz. 1941-1942
6:52 Letters (8) - between PL and various persons (mostly students). 1939-1941
6:53 Letters (10) - between PL and various persons (mostly students). 1939-1942
6:54 Letters (14) - between PL and Peter Blau. circa 1941-1944
6:55 Letters (23) - between PL and various persons. 1944-1945
6:56 Letters (9) - from PL to various persons. 1939-1944
6:57 Letters (51) - to PL from various persons (mostly students). 1941-1944
6:58 Letters (10) - between PL and various servicemen. 1941
6:59 Letters (14) - between PL and various servicemen. 1942
6:60 Letters (16) - between PL and various servicemen. 1943
6:61 Letters (9) - between PL and various servicemen. 1944
6:62 Letters (9) - between PL and various servicemen. 1945
6:63 Letters (6) - miscellaneous wartime correspondence. circa 1941-1945
6:64 Letters (4) - between PL and John Baillie, Mrs. Ernst Muller, and Harold Tryon. 1935-1944
6:65 Miscellaneous materials from pre-war years.
6:66 Miscellaneous materials from WWII years.
6:67 Miscellaneous material, including part of PL's Curriculum Vitae; issue of The Christian Century; issue of Religious Studies Review. 23 Jan. 1957; Sept. 1975

Box 6A
6A:1 Lecture notes-"Dogmatics I"(photocopy) 1940-1941
6A:2 Lecture notes-"Dogmatics II"(photocopy) 1940-1941

Box 7
7:1 Manuscripts of and correspondence regarding PL's article "The rebirth of theology."
7:2 Letters (19) - to PL from PL's father. 1943-1947
7:3 Letters (9) - between PL and S. D. Press. 1940
7:4 Letters (9) - between PL and John A. Mackay. 1944-1947
7:5 Letters (11) - from PL to Reinhold Niebuhr. 1933-1939
7:6 Letters (13) - from PL to Reinhold Niebuhr. 1940-1945
7:7 Letters (3) - to PL from Reinhold Niebuhr. 1933
7:8 Letters (3) - to PL from Reinhold Niebuhr. 1936
7:9  Letters (3) and postcard - to PL from Reinhold Niebuhr. 1937
7:10 Letters (7) - to PL from Reinhold Niebuhr. 1938
7:11 Letters (2) - to PL from Reinhold Niebuhr. 1939
7:12 Letters (7) and postcard - to PL from Reinhold Niebuhr. 1940
7:13 Letters (3) - to PL from Reinhold Niebuhr. 1941
7:14 Letters (3) and postcard - to PL from Reinhold Niebuhr. 1943-1944
7:15 Letters (4) - to PL from Reinhold Niebuhr. 1945
7:16 Letter - to PL from Reinhold Niebuhr. 1948
7:17 Letters (7) - to PL from Reinhold Niebuhr. undated
7:18 Letter - from Reinhold Niebuhr to "Professor Richter." undated
7:19 Letters (2) - between Reinhold Niebuhr and Alfred Sayres. 1938
7:20 Letter - from Reinhold Niebuhr to the president of Radcliffe College. 1938
7:21 Letters (3) - between PL and R. L. Duffus. 1943
7:22 Letters (21) - between PL and William Murphy, M.D. 1943-1950
7:23 Letters (10) - between PL and Fred and Mena Zimmerman. 1942
7:24 Letter - to PL from Erwin Sutz. 1947
7:25 Letters (3) - between PL and Henry Sloane Coffin. 1947
7:26 Letters (9) - between PL and A. F. Alberswerth. 1942-1947
7:27 Letters (27) - between PL and Werner Richter. 1942-1947
7:28 Letters (14) - between PL and L. J. Trinterud. 1945-1946
7:29 Letters (8) - to PL from Goetz Richter. 1944-1947
7:30 Letters (9) - to PL from Peter Blau. circa 1946-1947
7:31 Letters (3) - to PL from John Baillie. 1936-1947
7:32 Letters (9) - between PL and Katy Boyd George. 1945-1946
7:33 Letter - to PL from Johannes Schattenmann. 1946
7:34 Letters (5) - between PL and M. Holmes "Steve" Hartshorne. 1945-1946
7:35 Letters (7) - between PL and Reka Potgieter Hoff. 1946-1947
7:36 Letters (5) - between PL and Roy and Ruth Setziol. 1942-1951
7:37 Letters (10) - between PL and Louise Pettibone Smith. 1943-1947
7:38 Letters (9) - between PL and George Kalbfleisch. 1943-1951
Letters (12) - between PL and various persons. 1942
Letters (18) - between PL and various persons. 1943
Letters (16) - between PL and various persons. 1944
Letters (41) - to PL from various persons. Jan.-June 1945
Letters (47) - to PL from various person. July-Dec. 1945
Letters (17) - from PL to various persons. 1945
Letters (32) - between PL and various persons. Jan.-June 1946
Letters (38) - between PL and various persons. July-Dec. 1946
Letters (58) - between PL and various persons. Jan.-July 1947
Letters (23) - between PL and various persons. 1950-1951
Letters (4) - to PL from Mildred Horton. 1945-1947
Manuscripts of book reviews (5) circa 1941-1945.
Manuscript of PL's article "Grace and power" 1944
Material from service on Wellesley College's Board of Preachers circa 1962
Course lecture notes and materials - "Biblical history: The Old Testament." 1941-1945
Course lecture notes and materials - "Biblical history: The Old Testament." 1941-1945
Course lecture notes and materials - "The beginnings of Christianity." 1942-1946
Course lecture notes and materials - "Interpretations of Christianity." 1944-1945
Course lecture notes and materials - "Trends in contemporary Christianity." 1945-1946
Course lecture notes and materials - "Some factors in world reconstruction."
Lecture notes - (as visiting lecturer at Princeton Seminary) - "Christianity and the secular order." 1946
Lecture notes - "The Platonism of Augustine." Dec. 1942
Lecture notes - "The early church and the Gospels." Mar. 1946
Sermon and church bulletins 1943-1945
Material from service on Academic Council circa 1945
Miscellaneous notes and memos circa 1943-1946.
Class roll books (5) 1941-1946

Box 8

8:1 Miscellaneous material from civil defense courses circa 1942-1944.
8:2 Miscellaneous receipts, notes, reports, clippings, etc. 1939-1950
8:3 Sermons (11) delivered at Wellesley College Chapel 1942-1945
8:4 Sermons, addresses, and church bulletins 1941-1943
8:5 Sermons, addresses, and church bulletins 1943-1948
8:6 Material from the National Student Secretaries Seminar - including manuscripts (3) of PL's paper, "Disintegration and deliverance in our time." 1946
8:8 Lecture notes 1946
8:9 Manuscripts (2) of first chapter of PL's "Understanding St. Paul"
8:10 Manuscripts (11) of book reviews by PL 1944-1946
8:11 Manuscripts (3) of PL's article "Toward a Protestant analysis of the ethical problem" 1945
8:12 Manuscript of PL's article "Oslo: its theological setting" 1947
8:13 Manuscript of PL's article "Christian foundations of the peace" 1944
8:14 Manuscript of PL's paper "The church, the war, and the peace" 1942
8:15 Manuscript of PL's review of Reinhold Niebuhr's The Nature and Destiny of Man circa 1943
8:16 Manuscripts (5) of book reviews by PL 1943-1944
8:17 Letters (54) - between PL and various persons concerning the Emergency Civil Liberties Committee and miscellaneous related materials (including letters from Paul Tillich and Ernst Muller). 1953-1954
8:18 Letters (30) - between PL and various persons in connection with PL's duties as editor at Westminster Press. 1945-1947
8:19 Letter - from PL to Hulda Niebuhr. 1950
8:20 Letter - from PL to Reinhold Niebuhr. 1948
8:21 Letters (6) - to PL from Reinhold Niebuhr. 1947-1950
8:22 Letter - from PL to Mrs. Reinhold Niebuhr (upon her husband's death) and material from memorial service for Niebuhr. 1971
8:23 Letters (2) - between PL and Karl Barth. 1947
8:24 Letter - to PL from Otto Piper. 1948
8:25 Letters (3) - from Henry Van Dusen. 1948-1949
8:26 Letters (2) - to PL from William Poteat. 1948-1949
8:27 Letters (4) - between PL and Ernst Muller. 1948-1950
8:28 Letters (4) - between PL and Eberhard Bethge. 1946-1949
8:29 Letters (7) - between PL and Walter Mosse (and copy of Karl Barth's paper "Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart" translated and signed by Walter Mosse.) 1952, 1971
8:30 Letters (2) and postcard - to PL from Erwin Sutz. 1940, 1945
8:31 Letters (6) - between PL and Sabine Leibholz and Paula Bonhoeffer. 1947-1949
8:32 Letters (2) - to PL from John Mackay. 1947
8:33 Letters (17) - between PL and Louise Pettibone Smith. circa 1948-1949
8:34 Letters (11) - between PL and George Kalbfleisch and newspaper clippings regarding the latter. 1948-1950
8:35 Letters (7) - between PL and M. Holmes "Steve" Hartshorne. 1947-1949
8:36 Letters (8) - between PL and Peter Blau. 1948-1950
8:37 Letters (6) - between PL and L. J. Trinterud. 1945-1949
8:38 Letters (21) - between PL and Werner and Ursula Richter. 1946-1950
8:39 Letters (12) - between PL and Evelyn Troutman. 1947-1950
8:40 Letters (3) - between PL and Katy Boyd George. 1946-1949
8:41 Letters (5) - to PL from "Cora." 1946
8:42 Letters (10) - between PL and PL's father and mother. 1949
8:43 Letters (12) - between PL and Johannes and Gertrud Schattenmann. 1947-1948
8:44 Letters (7) - between PL and Reka Potgieter Hoff. 1947-1951
8:45 Letter - to PL from Wilhelm Pauck. undated
8:46 Letters (7) - between PL and Rea and Helen Ostic. 1948-1949
8:47 Letters (10) - regarding PL's brother. 1948-1949
8:48 Letters (8) - between PL and Kalman Sulyok. 1949
8:49 Letters (9) - between PL and various persons. 1943-1944
8:50  Letters (17) - between PL and various persons (original folder labeled "Post-War letters from Europe - Personal") and typed address list. 1938-1947
8:51  Letters (44) - to PL from various persons. Aug.-Dec. 1947
8:52  Letters (13) - from PL to various persons. Aug.-Dec. 1947
8:53  Letters (42) - to PL from various persons. Jan.-Mar. 1948
8:54  Letters (30) - to PL from various persons. Apr.-Jun. 1948
8:55  Letters (15) - from PL to various persons. Jan.-Jun. 1948
8:56  Letters (49) - to PL from various persons. Jul.-Dec. 1948
8:57  Letters (12) - from PL to various persons. Jul.-Dec. 1948
8:58  Letters (29) - to PL from various persons. Jan.-Mar. 1949
8:59  Letters (36) - to PL from various persons. Apr.-Jun. 1949
8:60  Letters (9) - from PL to various persons. Jan.-Jun. 1949
8:61  Letters (39) - to PL from various persons. Jul.-Sep. 1949
8:63  Letters (17) - from PL to various persons. Jul.-Dec. 1949
8:64  Letters (34) - to PL from various persons. 1950
8:65  Letters (15) - from PL to various persons. 1950
8:66  Letters and material from involvement in the Nanking Theological Seminary project circa 1944
8:67  Miscellaneous notes, clippings, and reports circa 1942-1952.
8:68  Lecture notes - "The present duty of the Christian mind." Feb. 1944

Box 9
9:1  Letters (19) and miscellaneous material from summer in Strasbourg 1955
9:2  Draft of lecture by PL Nov. 1951.
9:3  Letters (28) and postcard - between PL and PL's father and mother. 1931, 1950-1956
9:4  Letter - from PL to M. Holmes "Steve" Hartshorne. 1952
9:5  Letters (6) - between PL and John Dillenberger. 1952-1953
9:6  Letters (6) - between PL and Evelyn Troutman. 1951-1954
9:7  Letters (8) - between PL and Fred Denbeaux. 1951-1952
9:8  Letters (31) - between PL and Hans Hofmann. 1953-1956
9:9  Letters (6) - between PL and Louise Pettibone Smith. 1951-1953
9:10 Letters (18) - between PL and John A. Mackay. 1950-1955
9:11 Letters (32) - between PL and Ernst Muller. 1952-1957
9:12 Letters (5) and postcard - between PL and Karl Barth. 1951-1953
9:14 Letters (6) - between PL and Erwin Sutz. 1950-1955
9:15 Letters (17) - between PL and Günter Gloede. 1949-1952
9:16 Letters (7) - between PL and Emil Brunner. 1951-1952
9:17 Letters (31) and postcards (4) - between PL and George Kalbfleisch. 1950-1961
9:18 Letters (10) - between PL and Peter and Zena Blau. 1947-1955, 1974
9:19 Letters (4) - between PL and Henry P. Van Dusen. 1953
9:20 Letters (13) - between PL and Johannes and Gertrud Schattenmann. 1950-1954
9:21 Letters (9) between PL and Inge Schattenmann and miscellaneous material relating to her visit to the U. S. 1952-1953
9:22 Letters (12) - between PL and Gerhard Leibholz. 1952-1955
9:23 Letters (2) - to PL from Reinhard Neubauer. 1951-1952
9:24 Letters (24) - between PL and Werner Richter. 1949-1957
9:25 Letters (2) - from PL to Reinhold Niebuhr. 1951-1955
9:26 Letter - from PL to Rudolf Bultmann. 1951
9:27 Letters (2) and postcards (2) - between PL and Wilhelm and Marion Pauck. 1953, 1974
9:28 Letters (5) - between PL and Walter Mosse. 1951-1956
9:29 Typed copy of Karl Barth's sermon "Blicket aus zu Ihm," signed by the author 1956
9:30 Letters (4) - between PL and Charles Kegley (including copy of a letter from Kegley to Karl Barth and translation of a letter from Karl Barth to Paul Tillich.) 1950-1956
9:31 Letters (12) - between PL and D. E. Balla. 1950
9:32 Letters (5) - between PL and Friedrich Heiler. 1949
9:34  Letters (4) - between PL and J. H. Bytel. 1948-1950
9:35  Letters (6) - between PL and Sophie and Hans de Pater. 1948-1950
9:36  Letters (18) - between PL and William Savage. 1950-1956
9:37  Letter - to PL from Brevard Childs. 1950
9:38  Letters (12) - between PL and persons at the World Council of Churches. 1950-1951
9:40  Letters (4) - between PL and Rea and Helen Ostic. 1950-1951
9:41  Letters (12) - between PL and Marguerite and Clinton Allen. 1952-1957
9:42  Letters (2) - between PL and Gardner Lattimer. 1954
9:44  Letters (4) - between PL and Robert and Abigail Johnson. 1954
9:45  Letters (4) - to PL from S. W. "Dilly" Dillistin. 1955
9:46  Letters (45) - between PL and George Kalbfleisch and others regarding financial matters. 1955
9:47  Letters (3) - between PL and Paul Ricoeur. 1954
9:48  Letter - to PL from John Baillie. 1955
9:49  Letters (34) - between PL and PL's father and brother. 1955-1956
9:50  Letters (12) - between PL and various persons at the World's Student Christian Federation. 1950-1955
9:51  Letters (4) - to PL from various persons. 1932-1949
9:52  Letters (31) - to PL from various persons. Jan.-Jun. 1950
9:54  Letters (51) - to PL from various persons. Jul.-Dec. 1950
9:56  Letters (31) - to PL from various persons. Jan.-Jun. 1951
9:57  Letters (22) - from PL to various persons. Jan. 1951
9:58  Letters (25) - from PL to various persons. Feb. 1951
9:59  Letters (14) - from PL to various persons. Mar.-Jun. 1951
9:60  Letters (36) - to PL from various persons. Jul.-Dec. 1951
Letters (35) - from PL to various persons. Jul.-Dec. 1951
Letters (47) - to PL from various persons. Jan.-Jun. 1952
Letters (35) - from PL to various persons. Jan.-Jun. 1952
Letters (40) - to PL from various persons. Jul.-Dec. 1952
Letters (29) - from PL to various persons. Jul.-Dec. 1952
Letters (23) - to PL from various persons. Jan.-Jun. 1953
Letters (38) - to PL from various persons. Jul.-Dec. 1953
Letters (10) - from PL to various persons. 1953
Letters (23) - to PL from various persons. Jan.-Jun. 1954
Letters (44) - to PL from various persons. Jul.-Dec. 1954
Letters (17) - from PL to various persons. 1954
Letters of recommendation from PL (8) 1950-1951
Letters of recommendation from PL (32) 1953
Letters of recommendation from PL (27) 1954
Letters (17) - to PL from various persons. Jan.-Mar. 1955
Letters (41) - to PL from various persons. Apr.-Jun. 1955
Letters (23) - from PL to various persons. Jan.-Jun. 1955
Letters (44) - to PL from various persons. Jul.-Sept. 1955
Letters (44) - to PL from various persons. Oct.-Dec. 1955
Letters (43) - from PL to various persons. Jul.-Dec. 1955
Letters (38) - to PL from various persons. Jan.-Jun. 1956
Letters (45) - to PL from various persons. Jul.-Dec. 1956
Letters (17) - from PL to various persons. 1956
Letters (23) - to PL from various persons. 1957
Letters (30) - between PL and various persons. 1958-1967
Letters (31) - to PL from various persons. 1974
Letters (26) - from PL to various persons. 1974
Letters (9) - between PL and various persons. undated
Miscellaneous notes, addresses, papers, newspaper clippings, receipts, etc. circa 1952-1960.
Miscellaneous papers and materials from meetings, conferences, etc. circa 1952-1960.
Box 10

10:1  Letters (12) - between PL and John A. Mackay. 1953-1959
10:2  Letters (3) - between PL and Kalman Sulyok. 1953-1954
10:3  Letters (3) - between PL and H. Richard Niebuhr. 1953
10:4  Letter - from PL to H. P. Van Dusen. 1953
10:5  Letters (3) - between PL and Wilhelm Pauck. 1953-1956
10:6  Letters (2) - between PL and Eberhard Bethge. 1954
10:7  Letter - to PL from George Kalbfleisch. undated
10:8  Letters (7) - between PL and Reinhold Niebuhr. 1953-1954
10:9  Letters (3) - between PL and William Savage. 1953-1956
10:10 Letters (3) - between PL and Ernst Muller. 1953-1954
10:11 Letters (4) - between PL and Paul Tillich. 1953
10:12 Letter - to PL from Markus Barth. 1956
10:13 Letters (2) - between PL and M. Holmes "Steve" Hartshorne. 1955
10:14 Letters (4) - between PL and Mildred Lehr. 1950-1956
10:15 Letter - from PL to Louise Pettibone Smith. 1954
10:16 Letters (5) - between PL and Elmer Homrighausen. 1953-1959
10:17 Card - to PL from Mildred Horton. undated
10:18 Letter - to PL from Johannes Schattenmann, as well as manuscript and articles by Schattenmann and book review by Erwin Sutz. 1947
10:19 Letters (5) - between Karl Barth and Karl Jaspers and manuscript of "Die Aktualität der christlichen Botschaft" by Karl Barth - 1949. 1949, 1956
10:20 Letters (5) - from folder with Jaspers/Barth letters. 1938-1939
10:21 Letters (18) - to PL from various person. 1952-Jun. 1953
10:22 Letters (19) - from PL to various persons. Jan.-Jun. 1953
10:23 Letters (45) - to PL from various persons. Jul.-Dec. 1953
10:24 Letters (19) - from PL to various persons. Jul.-Oct. 1953
10:25 Letters (40) - from PL to various persons. Nov.-Dec. 1953
10:26 Letters (17) - to PL from various persons. Jan. 1954
10:27 Letters (19) - to PL from various persons. Feb. 1954
10:28 Letters (8) - to PL from various persons. Mar. 1954
10:30 Letters (27) - from PL to various persons. Mar. 1954
10:31 Letters (19) - between PL and various persons regarding editorial duties. 1956
10:32 Letters (20) - between PL and various persons. 1955-1956
10:33 Letters of recommendation (23) for students. 1956
10:34 Letters of recommendation (45) for faculty positions. 1956
10:35 Notes and material from work on curriculum committee. 1951-1955
10:36 "Report on Theological Education in the Presbyterian Church, U.S.A." by Donald G. Stewart. 1953
10:37 Miscellaneous material from Princeton Seminary events. 1953-1954
10:38 Notes from conferences. 1949-1950
10:39 Profiles of advisees. 1947-1950
10:40 Notes on graduate students 1951-1956
10:41 Letters and poems from George Chacko. 1954
10:42 Miscellaneous material from Tuesday Evening Lectures and the Princeton Institute of Theology. 1948-1954
10:43 Material from Princeton Seminary Graduate Study Committee. 1952-1956
10:44 Material from Campus Life Committee. 1951-1953
10:45 Material from Curriculum Committee. 1955-1956
10:46 Miscellaneous material from Princeton Seminary. 1947-1956
10:47 Material from Theology Today editorial duties. 1951-1955
10:49 Letters (21) - between PL and various persons. 1957-1961
10:50 Class roll books from Princeton Seminary. 1946-1956
10:52 Manuscript of "Love and/or perish" by Robert C. Kimball undated
10:53 Material regarding Billy Graham crusade. 1953
10:54 Miscellaneous papers and publications by others, including Towards Church Union: 1937-1952 by Stephen Neill, Social and Cultural Factors in Church Divisions by C. H. Dodd, et al., and "The Political
Implications of the Theology of Paul Tillich" by René de Visme Williamson. 1937-1952

**Box 11**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11:3</td>
<td>Course lecture notes and materials - &quot;Christianity and the secular order.&quot; 1947-1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:4</td>
<td>Course lecture notes and materials - &quot;Christianity and the secular order.&quot; 1952-1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:5</td>
<td>Course lecture notes and materials - &quot;Christianity and the problem of power.&quot; 1947-1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:6</td>
<td>Manuscript of PL's paper &quot;Religion, power, and the Christian faith&quot;. 1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:7</td>
<td>Course lecture notes and materials - &quot;Christianity and communism.&quot; 1951-1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:9</td>
<td>Notes and material on euthanasia - issue of <em>Presbyterian Life</em>. circa 1950 - and 17 February 1951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:10</td>
<td>Course lecture notes and materials - &quot;Der Christ und die Gesellschaft.&quot; 1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:12</td>
<td>Course lecture notes and materials - &quot;Jesus Christ and the Christian doctrine of redemption.&quot; 1947-1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:16</td>
<td>Course lecture notes and materials - &quot;Calvin and political theory.&quot; 1951-1952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:17</td>
<td>Course lecture notes and materials - &quot;Christian social theory&quot; 1954-1955</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
11:18 Notes, materials, and syllabus for miscellaneous lectures and addresses circa 1950-1958.
11:19 Miscellaneous material from Bible studies and manuscripts of PL's Bible study "The death of Jesus Christ". 1951
11:20 Letters (6) - from PL to Hubert Wilson. 1953-1956
11:21 Letters (10) - between PL and Frank Graham. 1953-1956
11:22 Letters (10) - between PL and Paul Jans. 1953-1956
11:23 Letters (14) - between PL and Col. and Mrs. Francis P. Miller. 1956
11:24 Letters (6) - between PL and Noel Sargent. 1953-1954
11:25 Letters (8) - between PL and John G. Ramsay. 1953-1954
11:27 Letters (3) - from PL to John A. Mackay. 1953-1956
11:28 Letters (4) - from PL to Rev. Benjamin Anderson. 1953-1956
11:29 Letters (5) - between PL and M. Moran Weston. 1956
11:30 Letters (2) - from PL to Abner Dean. 1956
11:31 Letters (7) - between PL and Cameron P. Hall. 1953-1956
11:32 Letters (4) - from PL to Richard Fagley. 1956
11:33 Letters (2) - between PL and J. King Gordon. 1956
11:34 Letter - from PL to David J. McDonald. 1954
11:35 Material relating to The Princeton Institute of Theology. 1951

Box 12
12:1 Sermons, addresses, and church bulletins. 1948-1950
12:2 Sermons, addresses, and church bulletins. 1950-1951
12:3 Sermons, addresses, and church bulletins. 1951-1952
12:4 Sermon and church bulletins. 1953
12:5 Sermons, addresses, and church bulletins. 1953-1956
12:6 Sermons, addresses, and church bulletins. 1956
12:7 Sermons, addresses, and church bulletins. 1947-1949
12:8 Sermons, addresses, and church bulletins. 1957-1959
12:9 Sermons, addresses, and church bulletins. 1950-1954
12:10 Sermons, addresses, and church bulletins. 1947-1954
12:11 Sermons, addresses, and church bulletins. 1950-1956
12:12 Sermon. 1950
12:13 Lecture notes and other material from Brown University conference. 1954
12:14 Lecture notes and other material from Austin Seminary conference. 1954
12:15 Lecture notes and other material from International Missionary Council meeting. 1956
12:16 Lecture notes and other material from Brethren-Friends-Mennonite Conference. 1956
12:17 Notes, letters, and other material from Emergency Civil Liberties Committee meeting. 1952
12:18 Notes, letters, and other material from Ecumenical Institute at Bossey. 1952
12:19 Lecture notes and other material from Vassar College conference. 1956
12:20 Lecture notes and other material from Wellesley College conference. 1954
12:21 Lecture notes and other material from the Hazen conference. 1947
12:22 Lecture notes, letters, and other material from the McCormick Bible Conference. 1947
12:23 Lecture notes and other material from the Eastern Farmers Union. 1956
12:24 Lecture notes and other material from United Student Christian Council. 1951
12:25 Lecture notes and other material from the Conference on Totalitarianism. 1953
12:26 Papers and other material from the Conference on Totalitarianism. 1953
12:28 Notes and material on "Christianity and communism" - translation of a confidential letter from Karl Barth to Bishop A. Bereczky. circa 1950-1952, 1951

12:30 Letter (2 copies) - to ? from Karl Barth? (unsigned). 1953

12:31 Letters (10) - between PL and various person. 1952-1954

12:32 Miscellaneous clippings and poetry for sermons. circa 1947-1953

12:33 Poster advertising PL's lecture on "Christianity and ethics" at Dartmouth. 1956

**Box 13**


13:2 Th.D. dissertation by Frederick Herzog - *The Possibility of Theological Understanding*. 1953

13:3 *St. Paul's Evangelical and Reformed Church, Edinburgh, Virginia. 1855-1955*

13:4 Letters (18) and postcards (6)- to Georg Nicolovius of Leipzig from Geo. Pfaff and others. 1879-1887

13:5 Lecture notes and other material from Association of Presbyterian University Pastors conference. 1953

13:6 Material from The National Study Conference on the Churches and World Order. 1949


13:8 Notes from addresses on civil liberties.

13:9 Lecture notes and material from Faculty Conference. 1956

13:10 Lecture notes and material from Lenten Forums. 1954

13:11 Material from inaugural convocation of Mission House Seminary. 1954

13:12 Lecture notes and material from New Brunswick Theological Seminary. 1954

13:13 Manuscript of PL's paper "The Anti-Pelagian writings". 1951

13:14 Lecture notes and material from Princeton Univ. Religion Forum. 1948

13:15 Lecture notes and material from Pennsylvania State College conference. 1953

13:16 Manuscripts of PL's paper "The religious meaning of culture". 1954

13:17 Sermons (2) and church bulletins. 1955-1956
13:18 Sermon notes and other material from Union Theological Seminary Days of Prayer. 1953
13:19 Lecture notes from NYC First Presbyterian Lenten Lecture (per original folder). 1953
13:20 Lecture notes from NYC First Presbyterian Lenten Lecture. 1954
13:21 Lecture notes and material from conference on Christian vocation. 1956
13:22 Notes from address at Methodist Student Movement conference. 1953
13:23 Notes from address at Princeton Univ. graduate college forum. 1954
13:24 Material from UTS conference. 1954
13:25 Letters (2) - to PL regarding House Committee on Un-American Activities. 1954
13:26 Lecture notes and material from Trinity Conference for Faculty. 1954
13:28 Material from NCC Consultation on Academic Freedom (per original folder). 1953
13:29 Lecture notes from The Missionary Society, Virginia Theological Seminary. 1954
13:30 Lectures from Princeton Seminary Institute in Theology. 1953
13:31 Lecture notes from Nat. Assoc. of College and University Chaplains. 1953
13:32 Lecture delivered in Basel. 1955
13:33 Manuscripts of PL's paper "St. Augustine on 'grace and freedom". 1947
13:34 Miscellaneous notes and letters regarding manuscripts by PL.
13:35 Photo of PL, Henry Mahler, and Walter Courtenay. 1961
13:37 Manuscripts of PL's paper "Justification by faith and the disposition of goods". 1947
13:38 Manuscripts (14) of book reviews by PL. 1947-1950
13:39 Manuscript of PL's paper "On the meaning of Lent". 1947
13:40 Manuscript of PL's paper "A critique of liberalism". 1948
13:41 Manuscript of PL's paper "Protestants, liberals, and liberty". 1948
13:42 Manuscript of PL's paper "On the meaning of the resurrection". 1948
13:43 Letters and PL's list of books for Religious Book Week. 1948
13:44 Manuscript of PL's paper "Philosophy and history". 1946
13:45 Manuscript of Bible study by PL. 1947
13:46 Manuscript of and letters regarding PL's paper "Culture and technics in the United States". 1948
13:47 Manuscripts (2) of PL's review of Paul Ramsay's Basic Christian Ethics.
13:48 Manuscripts (2) of PL's review of Paul Tillich's The Protestant Era.
13:49 Manuscript of PL's paper "The Biblical view of salvation". 1951
13:50 Manuscript of PL's paper "Civil liberties". 1952
13:51 Manuscript of PL's paper "The Bible and the significance of civilization" (only pp. 1-3). undated
13:52 Manuscript of PL's paper "On being fit for freedom". 1948
13:53 Manuscript of PL's paper "Of renewal in the church". 1950
13:54 Manuscript of PL's paper "Christianity and social order". 1950
13:55 Manuscript of PL's paper "Truth is in order to goodness". 1949
13:56 Manuscript of PL's paper "Muriel Streibert Curtis". 1949
13:58 Manuscripts of PL's paper "Man" - and "Foreword". 1946, undated
13:59 Reprints (2) of PL's address "Christianity and community" - galley proofs of PL's "A Protestant critique of Anglicanism" - and bulletins from services PL spoke at. 1947, undated
13:60 Manuscript of PL's paper "Evanston: problems and prospect. 1954
13:61 Manuscript of paper by PL (no title, begins with p. 11) undated
13:62 Manuscript of Johannes Schattenmann's "The little apocalypse of the synoptics and the first epistle of Peter". 1954
13:63 List of publications by PL.
13:64 Clippings of obituaries of Rev. George S. Pine. 1944
13:65 Lecture notes and other materials. 1953
13:66 Miscellaneous publications on social action. circa 1951-1954
13:67 Miscellaneous receipts. circa 1955
14:1 Letter and paper from René de Visme Williamson.
14:2 Copy of *Svensk Exegetisk Arsbok* with note from Kalman Sulyok - letter and article by John S. Nurser. circa 1960, 1961
14:3 Letters (5) - to PL from various persons. undated
14:4 Letters (12) - between PL and various persons. 1951-1958
14:5 Letters (14) - to PL from various persons. 1959
14:6 Letters (19) - between PL and various persons. 1960
14:7 Letters (12) - to PL from various persons. 1961
14:8 Letters (20) - from PL to John Dillenberger. 1956-1962
14:9 Letters (9) - between PL and John A. Mackay. 1956-1959
14:10 Letters (7) - between PL and Richard R. Niebuhr. 1956-1959
14:11 Letters (3) - from PL to Douglas Horton and Gereld Brauer. 1956-1958
14:12 Letters (17) - between PL and George Kalbfleisch. 1957-1961
14:13 Letters (3) and poem to PL from Harvey Cox - and copy of *Christianity and Crisis*. 1957-1961, Apr. 1961
14:14 Letter and postcard - between PL and Dietrich Ritschl. 1961
14:15 Letters (59) - between PL and PL's father. 1954-1960
14:16 Letters (43) - from PL's brother and from others regarding PL's brother. 1952-1960
14:17 Letters (12) - to and from James I. McCord from PL and others and material from McCord's inauguration as president of Princeton Seminary. 1958-1960
14:18 Letters (2) - between Paul Ramsey and Frank M. Cross. 1959
14:19 Letters (18) - between PL and Alexander "Sandy" McKelway and photocopy of manuscript of Karl Barth's review of Mc Kelway's book. 1956-1963
14:20 Letters (34) - between PL and various persons regarding Eberhard Bethge's Bonhoeffer project. 1956-1957
14:21 Letters (5) - between PL and Mr. & Mrs. W. Clinton Allen. 1957-1958
14:22 Letters (12) - between PL and Horace T. Allen. 1957-1960
14:23 Letters (31) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "A"). 1956-1961
14:24 Letters (7) - between PL and Valborg Boyd. 1956-1957
14:25 Letters (4) - between PL and John C. Bennett. 1958
14:26 Letter - from PL to John Baillie. 1956
14:27 Letters (2) - to PL from George A. Buttrick. 1958-1961
14:28 Letters (2) - between PL and Vincent Brümmer. 1961
14:29 Letters (6) - between PL and Alvord Beardslee. 1959-1960
14:30 Letters (3) - from PL to Peter Blau. 1958
14:31 Letters (3) - between PL and J. Lawrence Burkholder. 1958-1960
14:32 Letters (7) - between PL and Markus Barth. 1956-1960
14:33 Letters (6) - between PL and Fred Berthold. 1957-1958
14:34 Letters (7) - between PL and Harmon Bro. 1958-1959
14:35 Letters (14) - between PL and various persons regarding visit to Brown University. 1956
14:36 Letters (32) - to PL from various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "B"). 1956-1959
14:37 Letters (21) - to PL from various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "B"). 1960-1962
14:38 Letters (24) - from PL to various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "B"). 1956-1959
14:39 Letters (21) - from PL to various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "B"). 1960-1962
14:40 Letters (26) - between PL and Eberhard Bethge. 1956-1957
14:41 Letters (17) - between PL and Eberhard Bethge. 1958-1961
14:42 Letters (2) - between PL and James H. Cotton. 1961
14:43 Letters (8) - between PL and Robert E. Cushman. 1958-1959
14:44 Letters (4) - between PL and George Chacko. 1957
14:45 Letters (6) - between PL and Wayne H. Cowan. 1957-1959
14:46 Letters (6) - between PL and Arnold B. Come. 1957-1960
14:47 Letters (26) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "C"). 1956-1957
14:48 Letters (21) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "C"). 1958-1959
14:49 Letters (24) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "C"). 1960-1962
14:50 Letters (2) - between PL and S. W. "Dilly" Dilliston. 1957
14:51 Letters (2) and other material regarding the Danforth Foundation. 1957
14:52 Letters (27) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "D"). 1956-1958
14:53 Letters (26) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "D"). 1959-1962
14:54 Letters (9) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "E"). 1956-1961
14:55 Letters (18) - between PL and Carl Furuya. 1955-1959
14:56 Letters (23) - to PL from various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "F"). 1954-1961
14:57 Letters (20) - from PL to various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "F"). 1956-1961
14:58 Letters (24) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "G"). 1957
14:59 Letters (26) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "G"). 1958-1959
14:60 Letters (20) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "G"). 1960-1961
14:61 Letters (8) - between PL and Joseph Haroutunian. 1958-1960
14:62 Letters (4) - between PL and Reka P. Hoff. 1956-1961
14:63 Letters (8) - between PL and Fred Herzog. 1956-1958
14:64 Letters (25) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "H"). 1956-1957
14:65 Letters (39) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "H"). 1958-1959
14:66 Letters (23) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "H"). 1960
14:67 Letters (16) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "H"). 1961
14:68 Letters (8) - between PL and James A. Jones. 1960-1961
14:69 Letters (18) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folders "I" and "J"). 1953-1961
14:70 Letters (16) - between PL and Hugh T. Kerr. 1957-1958
14:71 Letters (12) - between PL and Bruce Kenrick. 1957-1958
14:72 Letters (10) - between PL and Donald Kocher. 1957-1958
14:73 Letters (5) - between PL and George Kehm; photos (2) - of a meeting between K. Barth and E. Brunner. 1960-1961, 1960
14:74 Letters (21) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "K"). 1957-1958
14:75 Letters (31) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "K"). 1959-1961
14:76 Letters (4) - between PL and Franklin H. Littell; also a speech by Littell and a reprint of his article "Wiedertäufer, Schwärmer, Christen?: Was sind wiedertäufer?". 1957-1961, 1957
14:77 Letters (6) - between PL and Lowell Lentz. 1957-1959
14:78 Letters (17) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "L"). 1956-1957
14:79 Letters (30) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "L"). 1958-1960
14:80 Letters (27) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "Mc"). 1956-1961
14:81 Letters (13) - between PL and Ernst Muller and Walter Mosse. 1957-1960
14:83 Letters (9) - between PL and Paul L. Meacham. 1957-1958
14:84 Letters (35) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "M"). 1950-1957
14:85 Letters (28) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "M"). 1958-1959
14:86 Letters (28) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "M"). 1960-1961
14:87 Letters (28) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "N"). 1956-1961
14:88 Letter - to PL from Reinhold Niebuhr. 1954
14:89 Letters (27) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "O"). 1956-1961
14:90 Letters (37) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "P"). 1956-1957
14:91 Letters (24) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "P"). 1958-1961
Minutes from Harvard Divinity School faculty meetings. 1956-1957

Miscellaneous material from Harvard Divinity School. 1956-1961

Miscellaneous notes, papers, etc. circa 1956-1961.

Miscellaneous tickets, papers, etc. from journey to Europe. 1955

Miscellaneous material from journey to Europe. 1955

Box 15


Letters (4) and postcards (3) - between PL and Karl Barth and Charlotte Von Kirschbaum (from folder of Barth letters from CTI). 1955

Letters (4) - between PL and Paul Ramsey. 1959-1960

Letters (9) - between PL and Paul Ricoeur (and others). 1955-1960

Letters (8) - between PL and Wilmina Rowland. 1960

Letters (2) - from PL to Dietrich Ritschl and Goetz Richter. 1958-1961

Letters (19) - between PL and Werner Richter. 1956-1962

Letters (12) - between PL and Benjamin Reist, and manuscript of paper by Reist. 1955-1960

Letters (23) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "R"). 1956-1957

Letters (22) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "R"). 1958-1961

Letters (22) - between PL and Richard Shaull. 1957-1965

Letters (9) - between PL and Al Seely. 1960-1961

Letters (11) - between PL and William Savage. 1956-1959

Letters (8) - between PL and Louise Pettibone Smith. 1957-1959

Letters (5) - between PL and Werner Schmidt. 1956-1960

Letters (10) - between PL and Kalman Sulyok. 1957-1959

Letters (8) - between PL and Wolfgang Schweitzer. 1957-1970

Letters (35) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "S"). 1956-1957

Letters (45) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "S"). 1958-1959
15:20 Letters (20) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "S"). 1960
15:21 Letters (28) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "S"). 1961
15:22 Letters (35) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "T"). 1956-1961
15:24 Letters (3) - between PL and Paul Tillich. circa 1957
15:25 Letters (7) - between PL and Helmut Thielicke. 1956-1958
15:26 Letters (8) - between PL and Leonard Trinterud. 1959-1960
15:27 Letters (27) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "U and V"). 1956-1961
15:28 Letters (12) - between PL and George H. Williams. 1956-1962
15:29 Letters (47) - between PL and various persons (from alphabetized correspondence folders, folder "W"). 1956-1962
15:30 Letters (20) - between PL and PL's father and brother. 1959-1965
15:31 Letters (4) - between PL and Lawrence Burkholder. 1960-1962
15:32 Letters (3) - between PL and James I. McCord. 1962
15:33 Letters (3) - between PL and Joseph Haroutunian. 1962-1963
15:34 Letters (6) - between PL and George Kalbfleisch and photo of PL and family. 1961-1962
15:35 Letters (4) - between PL and Henry P. Van Dusen. 1962-1963
15:36 Letters (4) - from PL to James L. Mays, Richard R. Niebuhr, and Eberhard Bethge. 1960
15:37 Letters (4) - to PL from Ernst Muller, Hans Hofmann, and George Buttrick. 1957-1962
15:38 Letter - from PL to Peter Blau. 1962
15:39 Letter - to PL from Gunter Gloede and photo of Gloede (and wife?). 1961
15:40 Letter - to PL from Harry Emerson Fosdick. 1962
15:41 Letters (2) - between PL and Douglas Horton. 1958
15:42 Letters (21) - between PL and James L. Adams. 1959-1962
15:43 Letters (9) and other material relating to the case of Morton Sobell.
15:44  Letter and report by PL to American Association of Theological Schools. 1963
15:45  Letters (5) - between PL and William Abbot. 1962
15:46  Letters (2) - between PL and James A. Jones. 1962
15:48  Letters (13) - between PL and various persons. 1956-1959
15:49  Letters (37) - from PL to various persons. 1960
15:50  Letters (25) - to PL from various persons. 1960
15:51  Letters (23) - between PL and various persons. 1961
15:52  Letters (9) - to PL from various persons. Jan.-Jun. 1962
15:54  Letters (40) - from PL to various persons. 1962
15:55  Letters (11) - between PL and various persons. 1963-1965
15:56  Letters (6) - between PL and Mr. & Mrs. Wilhelm Pauck and photo. 1961-1962
15:57  Letters (17) - between PL and Mr. & Mrs. Henry P. Van Dusen. 1961-1962
15:58  Letters (5) - between PL and Richard R. Niebuhr. 1962
15:59  Letters (14) - between PL and Samuel H. Miller. 1961-1962
15:60  Letters (12) - between PL and James L. Adams. 1960-1962
15:61  Cards (9) - from Erwin Sutz, Rudolf Bultmann, Hulda Niebuhr, and others. circa 1950-1962
15:62  Letters (13) - to PL from Marge Duhham. 1959-1962
15:63  Letters (5) - to PL from S. W. "Dilly" Dilliston, George Kalbfleisch, Alexander McKelway, and George Buttrick. 1962-1963
15:64  Letters (3) - to PL from Paul Ramsey. 1959-1960
15:65  Letters (7) - between PL and J. Lawrence Burkholder. 1961-1962
15:67  Letters (7) - between PL and "Bunny" Thompson. 1962
15:68  Letters (13) - to PL from various persons. circa 1960-1961
15:69  Letters (21) - between PL and various persons. 1962
15:70  Letters (13) - between PL and various persons. 1963-1974
15:72 Manuscripts of PL's article "The Holy Spirit and social change" - and his sermon "Remember who you are". 1968, 1956
15:73 Notes for courses. 1956-1957
15:74 Letters (4) and other material from PL's trip to Brazil. 1962
15:75 Letters and other material from Library of Protestant Thought project. 1961-1962
15:76 Sermons (4) by Harry Chase on "A posture for the Apocalypse". 1972
15:77 Manuscripts and copies of papers by various person. circa 1959-1962
15:78 Miscellaneous church bulletins. circa 1960-1974
15:79 Miscellaneous memos, announcements, etc. circa 1960-1962.
15:80 Material from Harvard Divinity School faculty meetings. 1958-1959
15:81 Miscellaneous material from Harvard. circa 1957-1962
15:82 Miscellaneous pamphlets, newsletters, and publications. circa 1954-1963
15:83 Miscellaneous receipts, notes, newspaper clippings, etc. circa 1955-1965.
15:84 Photocopies of correspondence with Karl Barth from the PL papers.
15:85 Photocopies of correspondence with Dietrich Bonhoeffer from the PL papers.
15:86 Photocopies of correspondence with Reinhold Niebuhr from the PL papers.
15:87 Photocopies of correspondence with H. Richard Niebuhr from the PL papers.
15:88 Photocopies of correspondence with Emil Brunner from the PL papers.
15:89 Photocopies of correspondence with Wilhelm Pauck from the PL papers.
15:90 Photocopies of correspondence with Henry P. Van Dusen from the PL papers.
15:91 Photocopies of correspondence with Howard Thurman from the PL papers.
15:92 Photocopies of correspondence with Rudolph Bultmann from the PL papers.

Box 16
| 16:1 | Memos, letters, (21) and other material - between PL and James L. Adams and members of Harvard's department of ethics. 1956-1960 |
| 16:2 | Memos, letters, (6) and other material - between PL and James L. Adams and members of Harvard's department of theology and ethics. 1958-1961 |
| 16:3 | Memos, letters (12), and other material - regarding Harvard's department of theology and ethics catalog for 1960-1961. 1960 |
| 16:4 | Manuscripts of PL's convocation address - and notes and memos regarding convocation. 1956 |
| 16:5 | Letters (6) - between PL and H. Richard Niebuhr, Nathan M. Pusey, Paul Tillich, and Hans Hofmann regarding John Eusden. 1959 |
| 16:6 | Material from Harvard commencement exercises. 1956-1960 |
| 16:7 | Memos, minutes, and other material from PL's work on Committee on Higher Degrees. 1958-1960 |
| 16:8 | Memos, minutes, and other material from PL's work on Committee on Higher Degrees. 1960-1961 |
| 16:9 | Memos, minutes, and other material from PL's work on Educational Policy Committee. 1956-1960 |
| 16:10 | Minutes and other material from Harvard Divinity School faculty meetings. 1957-1958 |
| 16:11 | Minutes and other material from Harvard Divinity School faculty meetings. 1960-1961 |
| 16:12 | Miscellaneous memos, notes, and other material from Harvard Divinity School (per original folder). 1957-1959 |
| 16:13 | Miscellaneous memos, notes, and other material from Harvard Divinity School (per original folder). 1959-1960 |
| 16:14 | Miscellaneous memos, notes, and other material from Harvard Divinity School (per original folder). 1959-1960 |
| 16:15 | Miscellaneous memos, notes, and other material from Harvard Divinity School (per original folder). 1962 |
| 16:16 | Harvard Divinity School inter-office communications (per original folder). 1961 |
| 16:17 | Miscellaneous material from the Harvard Divinity School Student Association (per original folder). 1956-1960 |
| 16:18 | Memos and other material regarding establishment of chair of Roman Catholic Studies (per original folder). 1958 |
Miscellaneous material regarding students doing Th.D. theses under PL (per original folder). 1959-1960

Miscellaneous material regarding students doing Th.D. theses under PL (per original folder). 1959-1960

Miscellaneous material regarding students doing Th.D. theses under PL (per original folder). 1960-1961

Memos, letters, and other material regarding Th.D. candidates (per original folder). 1957-1960

Memos, letters, and other material regarding Th.D. candidates (per original folder). 1957-1960

Examinations for Ph.D. and Th.D. candidates (per original folder). 1957-1961

Examinations for doctoral and B.D. candidates (per original folder). 1959-1961

German language exams. circa 1958

Miscellaneous material from Harvard Divinity School. circa 1956-1960

Box 17

Thesis prospectus and correspondence with Daniel Kratz. 1960

Correspondence and paper from Harold Franz. 1960-1961

Memos, letters, and other material regarding advisees at Harvard. 1957-1960

Correspondence and paper from Robert Greenleaf. 1959

Letter from Warren Ost and confidential brief presented to John D. Rockefeller, Jr. undated

Correspondence and other material regarding faculty work at Harvard. 1956

Letters (2) - between PL and Thomas Rogers regarding the poetry of Lawrence Ferlinghetti. 1960

Miscellaneous material B.D. curriculum committee at Harvard. 1956-1957

Miscellaneous material and correspondence from B.D. curriculum committee at Harvard. 1957-1960

Memos, letters, and other material regarding B.D. students at Harvard. 1958-1961
17:11 Memos, letters, and other material regarding S.T.B. curriculum at Harvard. 1956-1958
17:12 Memos, notes, and other material regarding curriculum committee work at Harvard. 1958-1959
17:13 Minutes, correspondence, and other material from committee on higher degrees at Harvard. 1961-1962
17:14 Theology department general examinations. 1958
17:16 Letters (14) - between PL and others and committee minutes and notes regarding tenure of Hans Hofmann. 1959
17:17 Letters (8) - between PL and John Dillenberger. 1958
17:18 Letters (3) - between PL and Howard Slaatte. 1960
17:19 Letters (3) - between PL and Paul and Hannah Tillich. 1961
17:20 Letter and paper from Hans Hofmann. 1956
17:21 Letters, minutes, and notes on various subjects. 1959-1960
17:22 Theology department general examinations. 1960
17:23 Memos and other material regarding faculty work at Harvard. 1957-1958
17:24 Memos and minutes from theology department, Harvard. 1956-1957
17:26 Intra-departmental memos from theology department, Harvard (per original folder). 1960-1961
17:27 Letter - to PL from Karl Barth. 1957
17:28 Letters and memos (6) - between PL and Richard Niebuhr and Douglas Horton. 1957-1958
17:29 Memos and correspondence from theology department, Harvard. 1958-1959
17:30 Minutes from Committee on Educational Policy. 1957
17:31 Letter and memo regarding Hans Hofmann. 1959
17:32 Memos and minutes from theology department, Harvard. 1959-1960
17:33 Memos, correspondence, minutes, and other material from The Interseminary Committee. 1956-1957
17:34 Harvard University President's Reports. 1955-56, 1956-57, 1958-59, 1959-60

17:35 Formal notices of PL's election to Parkman Professorship and Lamont Professorship and letters (2) between PL and Nathan Pusey. 1956-1957

17:36 Miscellaneous correspondence and material relating to pension and health care at Harvard. 1956

17:37 Miscellaneous announcements and memos from Harvard University. 1959-1960

17:38 Letter - from PL to Richard Niebuhr on death of Niebuhr's mother. 1961

17:39 Memos, correspondence, and reports from The Committee to Visit Harvard Divinity School. 1956-1957

17:40 Tickets, correspondence, and other material from University Travel Co. 1957-1961

17:41 Correspondence and other material from Minister's Club of Boston. 1956-1961

17:42 Reports regarding the proposed Roman Catholic chair at Harvard undated

17:43 Miscellaneous material from theology department, Harvard. 1957-1959

17:44 Minutes and reports from Committee on Public Relations and Forward Planning. 1958

17:45 Material from committee considering the appointment of John Rawls to department of Philosophy, Harvard Univ. 1961

17:46 Letters (10) - between PL and various person while on sabbatical. 1961-1962

17:47 Class register. 1956-1960

17:48 Notes and bulletin from Lenten lecture. 1954

17:49 Letters (3) - to PL from PL's father and others. 1959-1961

17:50 Book lists and bibliographies. 1957-1961

17:51 Course lecture notes and materials - "Dietrich Bonhoeffer's Letters and Papers." 1962-1963

17:52 Course lecture notes and materials - "Christian Thinking about the Redeemer and Redemption." 1956-1960

Box 18

18:1 Course lecture notes and materials - "The Structure of Christian Thinking." 1958-1959
18:2 Course lecture notes and materials - "Advanced Theological Problems: KD II/2." 1958-1959
18:3 Course lecture notes and materials - "Christian Thinking about the Redeemer and Redemption." 1956-1958
18:4 Course lecture notes and materials - "Seminar on Doctrine of Natural Law." 1959-1960
18:5 Course materials - "Presbyterian Polity and Doctrine." 1959
18:8 Course lecture notes and materials - "Augustine's De Civitate Dei." 1959-1961
18:10 Typed lectures and course materials - "Christian Thinking about the Redeemer and Redemption." 1957-1959
18:12 Copy of sermon by Paul Tillich. 1958
18:13 Letters (13) - between PL and various persons regarding sermons. 1957-1959
18:14 Sermons, addresses, and church bulletins. 1951-1957
18:15 Sermons, addresses, and church bulletins. 1956-1960
18:16 Sermons, addresses, and church bulletins. 1957-1961
18:17 Sermon, lecture notes, correspondence, and other material from Haystack Conference. 1956
18:18 Notes, correspondence, and other material from Wells College. 1959
18:19 Correspondence and church bulletin from PL's address at Westminster Foundation and Princeton University Chapel. 1958
18:20 Sermon notes, correspondence, and other material from Baccalaureate service at University of Virginia. 1957
18:21 Sermons, addresses, and church bulletins. 1958-1963
18:22 Correspondence and other material from Princeton Seminary Stone Lectures. 1962
18:23 Manuscripts of five lectures from Princeton Seminary Stone Lectures. 1962
18:24 Typed lectures, correspondence, and other material from the Carnahan Lectures in Argentina. 1962
18:25 Lecture given at Colgate Rochester Divinity School. 1959
18:26 Lecture and sermon notes and other material from Wellesley Religious Forum. 1957
18:27 Lecture notes, correspondence, and other material from The Otts Lectures at Davidson College. 1960
18:28 Lecture notes and other material from conference at Wayne State University. 1960
18:29 Lecture notes and other material from conference at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. 1957
18:30 Lecture, correspondence, and other material from lecture at Drew University. 1957
18:31 Lecture notes, correspondence, audio recording of lectures, and other material from Yale Institute for Independent Schools. 1957
18:32 Lecture notes, correspondence, newspaper clipping, and other material from Brown University Christian Mission. 1960
18:33 Correspondence and other material from Conference in Theology for College Faculty. 1958
18:34 Stenograph copy of lecture from Institute for Religious and Social Studies. 1968
18:35 Typed manuscripts (3) of paper "The Practice of Reconciliation" (by PL?). 1963
18:36 Confidential rough draft of "Which Way Theology?" undated
18:37 Typed manuscripts of "Dr. Lehmann's Evening Lecture" and "Faculty Forum Lecture" undated
18:38 Lecture notes from address at World's Student Christian Federation. 1954
18:39 Correspondence and other material from Conference on the Reporting and Interpreting of Interreligious Conflicts in Public Affairs. 1959-1960
18:40 Correspondence, papers, and other material from National Conference on Christianity and Law. 1958
18:41 Lecture, correspondence, and other material from Triennial Conference of Interseminary Committee. 1957
18:42 Correspondence and other material from Roger Williams Fellowship Conference. 1958
18:43 Lecture notes, correspondence, and other material from National Student Assembly of Y.M.C.A./Y.W.C.A. 1958-1959
18:44 Lecture notes, correspondence, and other material from Drew University Minister's Institute. 1957
18:45 Correspondence and other material from address at Brown University. 1958
18:46 Correspondence and other material from lecture at University of Virginia. 1958
18:47 Miscellaneous unlabeled manuscript pages undated

Box 19
19:1 Manuscripts of "The Reformation and the Re-Making of Culture: The Unfinished Reformation," Lecture One of the James Richard Lectures at the University of Virginia. 1958
19:3 Manuscripts of "The Reformation and the Re-Making of Culture: Protestantism and Freedom in the University," Lecture Three of the James Richard Lectures at the University of Virginia - and newspaper clippings. 1958
19:4 Correspondence and manuscripts of five lectures from the Andrew C. Zenos Lectures. 1958
19:5 Lecture notes from convocation of Michigan State University. 1960
19:6 Lecture notes for six lectures on "Christianity in a Post-Christian World," delivered at Mackenzie University, Brazil. 1961
19:7 Lecture notes, correspondence, newspaper clippings, and other material from conference at Middlebury College 1962
19:8 Correspondence, papers, manuscripts and notes of address, and other material from Roman Catholic/Protestant Colloquium. 1963
19:9 Typed copies of addresses by John A. Mackay. 1956
19:10 Correspondence, lecture notes, and other material from address at Wilson College. 1959
19:11 Correspondence and other material from various engagements. 1958-1960
19:12 Correspondence and other material from various engagements. 1961
19:13 Lecture notes and other material from College of Preachers. 1957
19:14 Manuscripts of addresses from Bossey Consultation. 1958
19:15 Manuscripts of address on "The Christian Faith and Civil Liberties". 1952
19:16 Lecture notes from Ministers' Institute. 1960
19:17 Lecture notes and other material from conference at Elmira College. 1957
19:18 Correspondence and other material from Austin Presbyterian Seminary. 1961
19:19 Correspondence and other material from conference at Syracuse University. 1959
19:20 Correspondence and other material from lectures at Amherst College. 1960
19:21 Correspondence, papers, newspaper clippings, and other material regarding Cuba. 1960-1963
19:22 Correspondence and other material from Sprunt Lectures at Union Theological Seminary in Virginia. 1959
19:23 Correspondence, lecture notes, and other material from Yale Institute for Independent Schools. 1958
19:24 Correspondence, lecture notes, and other material from conference at The Community Church of Boston. 1958
19:25 Correspondence and other material from sermon at Smith College. 1972
19:26 Correspondence and lecture notes from lectures to the Episcopal Student Group at Radcliffe College, Harvard. 1957
19:28 Sermon notes and manuscripts. 1965-1968
19:29 Correspondence and lecture notes from address at Yale University. 1957
19:30 Correspondence and papers from work on "Religions of the World" project. 1956-1957
19:31 Miscellaneous correspondence and memos from sabbatical year. 1960-1961
19:32 Correspondence, memos, and minutes from work on Library of Protestant Thought. 1957-1959
19:33 Correspondence, memos, and minutes from work on Library of Protestant Thought. 1960
19:34 Correspondence, memos, and minutes from work on Library of Protestant Thought. 1961-1964
19:35 Correspondence, memos, and minutes from work on Library of Protestant Thought. 1964-1965
19:36 Correspondence, memos, and minutes from work on Library of Protestant Thought. 1966-1968
19:37 Correspondence, memos, and minutes from work on Library of Protestant Thought. 1969-1971
19:38 Material from Conference on Translation of Christian Classics into Chinese. 1944-1945
19:39 Application and other material for Guggenheim Memorial Fellowship. 1961
19:40 Correspondence and other material regarding Standard Oil Company's Jersey Roundtable. 1957
19:41 Correspondence and other material regarding Committee on Religion and Mental Health. 1956-1960
19:42 Letters (33) - from PL to various persons regarding Leroy Setziol. October 1956-February 1957
19:43 Letters (39) - from PL to various persons regarding Leroy Setziol. March 1957
19:44 Letters (39) - from PL to various persons regarding Leroy Setziol. April-October 1957
19:45 Letters (24) - to PL from various persons regarding Leroy Setziol. March 1956-February 1957
19:46 Letters (23) - to PL from various persons regarding Leroy Setziol. March-November 1957
19:47 Other correspondence and material regarding Leroy Setziol. circa 1957

Box 20


20:2 Manuscripts of sermon and lecture by Paul Tillich. 1960

20:3 Notes and other material regarding Standard Oil Company's Jersey Roundtable. 1957

20:4 Lecture manuscripts, correspondence, and other material from The John Knox Lecture, Geneva, Switzerland. 1962

20:5 Copies of PL's Curriculum Vitae and biographical information. circa 1956

20:6 Lecture notes, manuscripts, and correspondence regarding address at National Conference on Christianity and Law and subsequent publication of the address. 1958

20:7 Manuscript of PL's article "The Servant-Image in Reformed Theology and correspondence regarding its publication. 1958

20:8 Manuscripts of Hans Hillerbrand's "Dietrich Bonhoeffer and America," manuscript of PL's commentary on it, and correspondence regarding publication of both. 1961

20:9 Correspondence and copy of script from appearance on CBS' "Lamp Unto My Feet". 1961

20:10 Correspondence and other material regarding publications. 1959-1961

20:11 Correspondence regarding, and manuscripts and reprints (7) of PL's review of American Catholicism in Indiana Magazine of History. 1957

20:12 Correspondence regarding, and manuscripts and reprints (7) of PL's review of Religion and the Christian Faith in The Ecumenical Review. 1957

20:13 Correspondence regarding, and manuscript of PL's review of Business and Religion in Union Seminary Quarterly Review. 1960

20:14 Correspondence regarding, and manuscript of PL's review of Christian Ethics and Moral Philosophy. 1956

20:15 Correspondence regarding, and manuscript of PL's review of Essays in Christology in The Christian Century. 1957

20:16 Correspondence regarding, and manuscript of PL's review of Schrift und Dogma in Der Oekumene in The Ecumenical Review. 1955
20:17 Correspondence - between PL and various journal editors regarding book reviews. 1956-1958
20:18 Correspondence - between PL and various persons regarding publications. 1958-1959
20:19 Programs (2) from inauguration of James I. McCord as President of Princeton Seminary. 1960
20:20 Manuscripts of address and other material from Louise Pettibone Smith 75th Birthday Tribute. 1962
20:21 Letter and part of thesis from Glen Stassen. 1963
20:22 Letter and manuscript of article from Paul W. Meyer. 1959
20:23 Articles and tracts by Joseph Fletcher on ethics. circa 1960-1962
20:24 Letter and paper from Roger M. Patches. 1962
20:25 Manuscript of paper by Karl W. Deutsch. circa 1960
20:26 Manuscript of paper by John W. Turnbull. 1963
20:27 Manuscript of paper by Eberhard A. Amelung. circa 1960
20:28 Manuscript of anonymous paper entitled "Of What We Think". circa 1965
20:29 Manuscript of Th.D. dissertation by Benjamin A. Reist. 1958
20:30 Manuscript of thesis by Erich Klappert. 1963
20:31 Notes, reports, and other material from the General Council of the World Alliance of Reformed Churches, Brazil. 1959
20:32 Reports and other material from the General Council of the World Alliance of Reformed Churches, Brazil. 1959
20:33 Photos (5) of PL, John Mackay, and others at the General Council of the World Alliance of Reformed Churches, Brazil. 1959
20:34 Postcards (4) - to and from Peter Lehmann. 1961
20:35 Miscellaneous material from voyage to Lisbon. 1961
20:36 Miscellaneous material from visit to Europe. 1961
20:37 Copies of *San Francisco Seminary Chimes* and *The Ecumenist*. 1962
20:38 Photos (2) of PL. undated
20:39 Letter - to PL regarding English translation of Bonhoeffer's works. 1965

Box 21
21:1 Copies of PL's curriculum vitae. circa 1982
21:2 Letters (4) - to PL from Wilhelm and Marion Pauck. 1968-1975
21:3 Letters (13) - to PL from various persons. 1966-1971
21:4 Letters (13) - to PL from various persons. 1966-1971
21:5 Letters (7) - between PL and James Adams. 1965-1975
21:6 Letters (7) - to PL from various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - A"). 1963-1967
21:7 Letters (31) - between PL and various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - B"). 1963-1967
21:8 Letters (45) - between PL and various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - C"). 1963-1973
21:9 Letters (19) - between PL and various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - D"). 1963-1967
21:10 Letters (4) - between PL and various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - E"). 1965
21:11 Letters (18) - between PL and various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - F"). 1963-1967
21:12 Letters (13) - between PL and William B. Green and others. 1965-1967
21:13 Letters (25) - to PL from various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - G"). 1963-1967
21:14 Letters (12) - from PL to various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - G"). 1966-1967
21:15 Letters (29) - to PL from various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - H"). 1963-1967
21:16 Letters (17) - from PL to various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - H"). 1965-1967
21:17 Letters (25) - between PL and various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - J"). 1965-1967
21:18 Letters (31) - between PL and various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - K"). 1965-1967
21:19 Letters (21) - between PL and various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - L"). 1964-1967
21:20 Letters (6) - between PL and various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - Mc"). 1964-1967
21:21 Letters (31) - to PL from various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - M"). 1963-1967
21:22 Letters (18) - from PL to various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - M"). 1965-1967
21:23 Letters (6) - between PL and various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - N"). 1962-1967
21:24 Letters (4) - between PL and various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - O"). 1965-1967
21:25 Letters (13) - between PL and various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - P and Q"). 1963-1967
21:27 Letters (16) - between PL and various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - R"). 1963-1967
21:28 Letters (23) - to PL from various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - S"). 1963-1967
21:29 Letters (11) - from PL to various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - S"). 1963-1967
21:30 Letters (6) - between PL and Louise P. Smith. 1965-1966
21:31 Letters (6) - between PL and Max Stackhouse. 1965
21:32 Letters (11) - between PL and Donald W. Shriver and between PL and James Sanders. 1964-1967
21:33 Letters (14) - between PL and various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - T"). 1963-1967
21:34 Letters (2) - and other material to PL from Paul Tillich and Helmut Thielicke. 1961-1963
21:35 Letters (9) - between PL and various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - U"). 1965-1967
21:36 Letters (21) - between PL and various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - V"). 1963-1967
21:37 Letters (20) - between PL and various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - W"). 1963-1967
21:38 Letters (16) - to PL from various persons. 1962-1964
21:39 Correspondence and other material regarding publications of Herbert Richardson. 1965-1967
21:40 Correspondence and other material regarding manuscript by Talcott Parsons. 1966
Correspondence and other material regarding manuscript by Dietrich Ritschl. 1965-1966

Correspondence and paper from William Jay Peck. 1967

Copy of essay by Manfred Meitzen. 1965

Correspondence, notes, and other material regarding various civil rights issues. circa 1974

Letters (2) - between PL and John A. Mackay regarding John Baillie. 1956

Correspondence and other material from the Metropolitan Urban Service Training Facility. 1967

Memo and copy of article from Bernard Meland. 1968

Correspondence and manuscript of lecture from Consultation on Systematic Theology, Germany. 1964

Notes from convocation lecture at San Anselmo Seminary. 1964

Lecture notes from Asia Study Fellowship. 1968

Correspondence and photo from Asia Study Fellowship. 1968

Miscellaneous material from Asia Study Fellowship. 1968

Correspondence and memos regarding the Colloquium on the Impact of Karl Barth. 1970

Minutes and other material from the Colloquium on the Impact of Karl Barth. 1970

Manuscript of "Karl Barth, Theologian of Permanent Revolution". 1970

Letters (3) - to PL from Johannes and Marianne Schattenmann. 1970-1971

Letters (11) - between PL and various persons. 1972-1979

Letters (8) - regarding faculty searches. 1971-1977

Letters (19) - and other material from various persons. 1971-1982

Correspondence, sermons, photos, and other material from Wallace M. Alston, Jr. 1968-1989

Letters (3) - between PL and wife. 1973-1975

Letters (7) - between PL and Eberhard and Renate Bethge. 1969-1980

Correspondence between PL and Charles C. Dickerson, Ill. 1973

Letters (21) - to PL from various persons. 1973
21:65 Memos, minutes, and other material from Union Theological Seminary. 1973
21:66 Letters (30) - between PL and various persons. 1974-1975
21:69 Letters (30) - to PL from various persons. 1956-1980
21:70 Letters (6) - to PL from Marion Pauck, Louise Pettibone Smith, Lo Hoelscher, and Erwin Sutz. 1963-1978
21:72 Photos and miscellaneous items. 1960s-1970s
21:73 Miscellaneous publications. circa 1969

Box 22
22:1 Letters (17) - to PL from various persons. 1963-1964
22:2 Letters (53) - between PL and various persons. 1965
22:3 Letters (23) - between PL and various persons. 1966-1969
22:5 Letters (18) - between PL and various persons. 1972-1973
22:6 Letters (34) - between PL and various persons. 1975-1977
22:7 Letters (7) - between PL and Frans M. Richters. 1971-1972
22:8 Letters (3) - between PL and Fred Herzog. 1965-1971
22:9 Photograph, newspaper clippings, and undated letters. circa 1960s-1970s
22:10 Correspondence and paper from Frederick S. Carney. 1965
22:11 Correspondence and paper from Guy H. Ranson. 1964
22:12 Correspondence and paper from Robert A. Wieman. 1963
22:13 Correspondence and paper from Fred G. Traut. 1965
22:14 Paper from Scott Craig (per original folder). circa 1965
22:15 Miscellaneous journals and publications. 1963-1966
22:16 Correspondence and other material from trip to Asia. 1967-1968
22:17 Correspondence, minutes, and other material regarding the Colloquium on the Impact of Karl Barth. 1970
22:18 Correspondence and other material regarding Union Theological Seminary's decision to support the Black Panthers, including copies "Dr. Paul Lehmann on the Bail Question". 1970

22:19 Minutes and other material from Steering Committee of Union Theological Seminary Assembly. 1971-1973

22:20 Minutes and other material from Union Theological Seminary Assembly meetings. 1969-1971

22:21 Minutes and other material from Union Theological Seminary Assembly meetings. 1971-1972

22:22 Material from Union Theological Seminary Assembly meetings regarding Black economic development. 1969-1971

22:23 Minutes and other material from Committee on Academic Placement. 1970-1972

22:24 Reports from various committees and groups at U.T.S. circa 1965

22:25 Correspondence between PL and various students. 1967-1970

22:26 Miscellaneous material regarding "The Earl Berg Affair". 1973

22:27 Miscellaneous material regarding Vietnam, including notes of anti-war address made by PL. 1968-1969


22:30 Miscellaneous material from M.Div. orientation. 1971

22:31 Miscellaneous material from M.Div. orientation. 1972


22:33 Miscellaneous material from U.T.S. Planning Group. 1972

22:34 Correspondence between PL and Glenn Edgerton. 1968-1973

22:35 Letters (11) - between PL and E. E. Mshana. 1969

22:36 Correspondence and other material regarding Motive magazine. 1965-1972

22:37 Correspondence and other material regarding various groups, organizations, and causes. 1970-1972

22:38 Correspondence and other material regarding the Committee on the Situation in the Dutch Church. 1969-1970

Box 23
23:1 Minutes and other material from Union Theological Seminary Assembly meetings. 1970-1971
23:2 Minutes and other material from Union Theological Seminary Assembly meetings. 1972-1973
23:3 Correspondence, reports, and other material regarding Free University. 1968
23:4 Material regarding UTS' summer theatre practicum. 1965
23:5 Minutes, reports, and other material from Theology and the Arts Task Force. 1971-1972
23:7 Miscellaneous material from Planning Committee. 1971
23:8 Miscellaneous material from inauguration of J. Brooke Mosley. 1971
23:9 Memos, correspondence, and other miscellaneous material from UTS. 1973
23:10 Miscellaneous material regarding the Clark Foundation. 1972
23:11 Miscellaneous material from work on Committee on Core Education. 1971-1972
23:12 Miscellaneous material from work on M.Div. Planning Group. 1972
23:13 Miscellaneous material from work on The Union Commission. 1968-1969
23:14 Miscellaneous material from work on The Union Commission. 1969
23:15 Miscellaneous material from ad hoc faculty Committee on Draft Resistance. 1968
23:16 Miscellaneous material from UTS. 1966-1973
23:17 Miscellaneous material from work on Educational Policy Committee. 1969
23:18 Miscellaneous material from work on Co-Curricular Education Committee. 1972-1973
23:19 Minutes, reports, and other material from UTS Assembly. 1973
23:20 Miscellaneous material from work on worship committee. 1967-1971
23:21 Miscellaneous material from work on UTS Planning Group. 1971-1972
23:22 Correspondence between PL and others regarding Brazil. 1969-1970
23:23 Miscellaneous material from UTS faculty meetings. 1973
23:24 Manuscripts of PL's "Foreword" to Milton Viorst's *Fall From Grace* and related correspondence. 1971
23:25 Miscellaneous material regarding petitions signed by PL. 1969
23:26 Material regarding the Black Manifesto. 1969
23:27 Correspondence and other material regarding the International Christian University. 1966
23:28 Correspondence and other material regarding PL's students. 1971-1972
23:29 Miscellaneous papers, reports, and publications. 1964-1966

**Box 24**

24:1 Correspondence between PL and others regarding the Young Lords of America. 1970
24:2 Minutes, notes, and other miscellaneous material from Committee on Appointments. 1970-1971
24:3 Letters and memos regarding lecture series. 1964-1967
24:4 Memos, reports, and other miscellaneous material from Committee on Academic Placement. 1962-1965
24:5 Memos, reports, and other miscellaneous material from Committee on Graduate Studies. 1963-1965
24:6 Posters advertising doctoral study at UTS. circa 1964
24:7 Memos, reports, and other miscellaneous material from Committee on Worship. 1963-1965
24:8 Memos, reports, and other miscellaneous material from Committee on the Center for Communication and the Arts. 1964-1965
24:9 Minutes, memos, and other miscellaneous material from the Presidential Selection Committee. 1968-1970
24:10 Memos, reports, and other miscellaneous material from the Committee on the Church in Metropolitan Society. 1963-1964
24:11 Memos, reports, and other miscellaneous material from Faculty meetings. 1963-1964
24:12 Memos, reports, and other miscellaneous material from Faculty meetings. 1964-1965
24:13 Memos, reports, and other miscellaneous material from Faculty meetings. 1965-1966
24:14 Memos, reports, and other miscellaneous material from Faculty meetings. 1966-1967
24:15 Memos, reports, and other miscellaneous material from Faculty meetings. 1969-1970
24:16 Memos, reports, and other miscellaneous material from Senior Faculty meetings. 1963-1966
24:17 Memos, correspondence, and other miscellaneous material from Committee on Instruction. 1963-1966
24:18 Memos, correspondence, and other miscellaneous material from Faculty Executive Committee. 1969
24:19 Memos, correspondence, and other miscellaneous material regarding Theology Department matters. 1968-1970
24:20 Memos, correspondence, and other miscellaneous material from The President's Special Committee on Curriculum. 1964
24:21 Memos, correspondence, and other miscellaneous material from the Community Affairs Council. 1969-1970
24:22 Memos and other material from the Dean of Instruction. 1964-1970
24:23 Memos, notes, and other material from the Auburn Resident Pastors Program. 1963
24:24 Miscellaneous material from seminary events (per original folder). 1963-1964
24:25 Miscellaneous material from seminary events (per original folder). 1964-1965
24:26 Programs and announcements from inauguration of John C. Bennett. 1964
24:27 General memos, reports, etc. from UTS (per original folder). 1967-1970
24:28 Receipts, expense statements, etc.. 1963-1965
24:29 Miscellaneous material from UTS Summer Sessions. 1961-1966
24:30 Correspondence with graduate students. 1964-1967
24:31 Memos, reports, and other miscellaneous material from the Metropolitan Urban Service Training Facility. 1964-1966
24:32 Memos and other material regarding general administrative matters. 1963-1966
24:33 Miscellaneous correspondence and memos. 1963-1965
24:34 Letters (5) - between PL and Werner Schmidt. 1963-1964
Box 25

25:1 Memos and other miscellaneous material from the Committee on Appointments. 1969-1973
25:2 Memos and other miscellaneous material from the Committee on Academic Placement. 1970-1974
25:3 Memos and other miscellaneous material from Faculty meetings. 1968-1971
25:4 Memos and other miscellaneous material from Theology Department meetings. 1964-1970
25:5 Memos and other miscellaneous material from the Committee on Collegiality. 1972-1973
25:6 Memos and other miscellaneous material from meetings of the Theology Field. 1969-1973
25:7 Memos and other miscellaneous material from the Academic Affairs Council. 1972
25:8 Memos and other miscellaneous material from the Committee on Graduate Study. 1965-1966
25:9 Memos and other miscellaneous material from the Chest Fund Committee. 1963-1964
25:10 Memos and other miscellaneous material from the Committee on Staff Policies. 1967-1970
25:11 Memos and other miscellaneous material from the Committee on Worship. 1966-1967
25:12 Memos and other miscellaneous material from the Commission for the Study of Ecumenical Problems. 1967
25:13 Miscellaneous materials from UTS Summer Session. 1969
25:14 Correspondence and material regarding the Paul Tillich Chair. 1970-1973
25:15 Memos from the History of Religions Committee, the Maxwell Fellowship, and from the Th.D. Colloquium. 1966-1972
25:16 Manuscripts of UTS faculty open letter to President Moseley. 1972
25:17 Memos and other material from UTS library. 1971-1972
25:18 Miscellaneous correspondence and memos. 1973-1975
25:19 PL's letter of resignation from UTS. 1973
25:20 Manuscript of funeral service for Henry Frederick Schwarz. 1970
25:21 Letters and papers from various people connected with the "Shaull Group," including manuscripts of lectures by PL and Benjamin Reist. 1965-1966

25:22 Letter and paper from Frank R. L. Egloff. 1965

25:23 Miscellaneous material from UTS events. 1966-1973

25:24 Correspondence from the Dean of Students and Dean of Instruction. 1965-1971


25:26 Material from Theological Discussion Group. 1970

25:27 Miscellaneous material from UTS. 1972-1973

25:28 Notes and other material from Seminar on the Church in Metropolitan Society. 1963

25:29 Sermon notes, bulletins, and other material from UTS chapel services. 1961-1965

25:30 Notes and manuscripts of sermons and lectures by PL. 1965-1973


25:33 Course lecture notes and materials - "History, Providence, Radical Evil, and Original Sin." 1972-1973


Box 26

26:1 Course lecture notes and materials - "Introduction to Christian Theology." 1964-1965

26:2 Course lecture notes and materials - "Introduction to Christian Theology." 1967-1968

26:3 Course lecture notes and materials - "Beginnings in Christian Theology." 1972-1973

26:4 Course lecture notes and materials - "Christology." 1963-1966

26:5 Course lecture notes and materials - "Christology." 1968-1972

26:7 Course lecture notes and materials - "Calvin's Institutes." 1963-1974
26:9 Course lecture notes and materials - "Seminar on Dietrich Bonhoeffer." 1968-1973
26:10 Course lecture notes and materials - "Karl Barth's Kirchliche Dogmatik IV.1." 1963-1964
26:11 Course lecture notes and materials - "Karl Barth's Kirchliche Dogmatik I.1." 1964-1965
26:20 Course lecture notes and students' papers - "First Corinthians and Karl Barth: The Resurrection of the Dead." 1973-1974
26:21 Course lecture notes and materials - "Revelation as a Theological Problem." 1967-1968
26:23 Course lecture notes and materials - "Introduction to Christian Theology." 1965-1967
26:24 Course lecture notes and materials - "Introduction to Christian Theology." 1967-1968
26:25 Course lecture notes and materials - "The Structure of Responsible Freedom." 1969
26:27 Course lecture notes and materials - "Seminar on Dietrich Bonhoeffer." 1964-1965
26:28 Miscellaneous material from summer school session. 1969
26:29 Correspondence and other miscellaneous material regarding courses at UTS. 1967-1969

Box 27
27:2 Papers and sermons by Clifford Green. circa 1970
27:3 Manuscripts of sermons by various people. circa 1968
27:5 Letter - from Helmut Thielicke. 1968
27:6 Papers (2) on Dietrich Bonhoeffer by various persons. circa 1970
27:7 Papers by various persons. 1953-1969
27:8 Papers by various persons. 1966-1970
27:9 Papers and letter by Bernard Meland. 1966-1969
27:10 Miscellaneous correspondence and publications. circa 1960s
27:11 Sermon notes and manuscripts by PL. 1963-1965
27:12 Sermon notes and manuscripts by PL. 1966
27:13 Sermon notes and manuscripts by PL. 1967
27:14 Sermon notes and manuscripts by PL. 1968-1970
27:15 Sermon notes and manuscripts by PL. 1971
27:16 Sermon notes and manuscripts by PL. 1972
27:17 Sermon notes and manuscripts by PL. 1973
27:18 Sermon notes and manuscripts by PL. circa 1967-1975
27:19 Lecture notes and sermon manuscripts from visit to Pittsburgh Theological Seminary. 1966
27:20 Letters (5) - between PL and Ansley Coe Throckmorton. 1973
27:21 Sermon notes, correspondence, and other material from Macmahan Island. 1972
Correspondence and sermon notes from Noble Lectureship. 1968-1969

Manuscripts of introductory material for Noble Lectures. 1968-1969

Manuscripts of Lecture One of the Noble Lectures. 1968-1969

Manuscripts of Part One of the Noble Lectures. 1968-1969

Manuscripts of Lecture Two of the Noble Lectures. 1968-1969

Manuscripts of Lecture Three of the Noble Lectures. 1968-1969

Manuscripts of Part Four of the Noble Lectures. 1968-1969

Manuscripts of Parts One and Two of the Noble Lectures. 1968-1969

Box 28

Manuscripts of papers presented at the UTS Colloquium on the Impact of Karl Barth. 1970

Material from the UTS Colloquium on the Impact of Karl Barth and manuscripts (5) of "Karl Barth, Theologian of Permanent Revolution". 1970

Letters (18) - between PL and various persons regarding the UTS Colloquium on the Impact of Karl Barth. 1971

Letters (14) - between PL and various persons regarding the UTS Colloquium on the Impact of Karl Barth. 1972

Letters (5) - between PL and Jürgen Moltmann regarding the UTS Colloquium on the Impact of Karl Barth. 1970-1971

Letters (12) - between PL and John Bennett, Eberhard Bethge, Markus Barth, Michael Novak, and Gabriel Vahanian regarding the UTS Colloquium on the Impact of Karl Barth. 1971-1972

Lecture notes and other material from Clergy Conference for Diocese of Los Angeles. 1968

Manuscripts (3) of addressed entitled "Biblical Iambics and a Future for America" 1971

Correspondence and other material regarding the Auburn Program. 1965-1973

Notes and other material from lecture at Auburn Theological Seminary. 1963

Correspondence and other material from the Wesley Lectures at the University of North Carolina. 1963
28:12 Lecture notes and other material from lecture at Pittsburgh Theological Seminary. 1966
28:13 Lecture notes and other material from lecture at Westminster Presbyterian Church, Charlottesville, Virginia. 1965
28:14 Lecture notes and other material from lecture at college on Staten Island. 1965
28:15 Lecture notes and other material from lecture at Lutheran Theological Seminary, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. 1964
28:16 Lecture notes and other material from lecture at the Bonhoeffer Festival. 1970
28:17 Lecture notes and other material from the Earl Lectures at the Pacific School of Religion. 1971
28:18 Lecture notes and other material from course at Drew University School of Theology. 1966-1967
28:19 Manuscripts and notes from lecture on "Theologians Who have Influenced Me," given at the Summer School of Theology at Union Theological Seminary in Virginia. 1970
28:20 Lecture notes and other material from address at Berea College. 1973
28:21 Lecture manuscript and other material from lecture at Conference on Law, Theology, and Ethics. 1974
28:22 Lecture notes and other material from lecture at symposium on the theology of Karl Barth at Davidson College. 1974
28:23 Manuscript of address presented to The Conference on Contemporary Approaches to Morality in St. Louis, Missouri. 1968
28:24 Lecture notes and other material from lecture at Kansas Area Pastor's Seminar. 1973
28:25 Lecture notes and other material from lecture at the Episcopal Theological Seminary of the Southwest. 1973
28:26 Lecture notes, manuscript, and other material from lecture series at drama workshop. 1968
28:27 Sermon manuscript and other material from Wilson College. 1970
28:28 Lecture manuscript and other material from opening address at the Clergy Academy of Religion, College of Wooster. 1980
28:29 Lecture notes, papers, and other material from Second National Faith and Order Colloquium. 1967
Notes and outline of The Schaff Lectures at Pittsburgh Theological Seminary. 1969
Manuscript of lecture one of The Schaff Lectures at Pittsburgh Theological Seminary. 1969
Rough draft of lecture two of The Schaff Lectures at Pittsburgh Theological Seminary. 1969
Rough draft of lecture three of The Schaff Lectures at Pittsburgh Theological Seminary. 1969
Manuscript of lecture four of The Schaff Lectures at Pittsburgh Theological Seminary. 1969
Manuscript of lecture five of The Schaff Lectures at Pittsburgh Theological Seminary. 1969
Manuscripts of papers and responses from the Edward F. Gallahue/Theology Today Conference at Princeton Seminary. 1968
Lecture notes and other material from The Church of Reconciliation at Chapel Hill, North Carolina. 1971
Miscellaneous material from the Synod of New England. 1971
Miscellaneous material from the Ohio Pastor's Convocation. 1971
Miscellaneous material from the National Conference on Religion and Higher Education at Cornell University. 1965
Miscellaneous material from conference in Tuscaloosa, Alabama. 1971
Lecture notes from lecture given at Princeton Seminary Colloquium Series. 1970
Manuscript of review essay entitled "Bonhoeffer-Real and Counterfeit". 1966
Manuscripts of papers by PL entitled "The New Left: Politics and Possibilities" and of the Alden-Tuthill Lecture at Chicago Theological Seminary, with comments made by Christopher Morse. 1967-1973
Letter and poems by Stanley Case. 1975
Lecture manuscript and other material from Workshop in Religious Studies. 1967
Copies of papers by various persons. 1958-1970
Papers and other material from the Lehrman Institute's Robert Tucker Study Group. 1974
Newspaper clippings and other material regarding the death of Reinhold Niebuhr. 1971

Correspondence between PL and Richard Fox, including photocopies of letters to Reinhold Niebuhr from Dietrich Bonhoeffer and Irving Kristol and a letter from Niebuhr to PL. 1979-1980

Letter and paper by William G. Chrystal concerning Gustav Niebuhr. 1979

Lecture notes from course on Christology and paper by Clifford Green. 1965-1966

Correspondence and other material from trip to Halifax, Nova Scotia. 1970

Manuscript of portions of PL's *The Transfiguration of Politics*. undated

Copies (5) of rough draft of paper entitled "Lecture Two - Faith's Language". undated

Manuscript of portions of PL's *Ethics in a Christian Context*. circa 1962

Typed and handwritten manuscripts of preface to *Ethics in a Christian Context*. circa 1962

Correspondence between PL and various persons regarding *Ethics in a Christian Context*. 1962-1963

Manuscript of *Ethics in a Christian Context*. circa 1962

Lecture notes and other material from address at Auburn Conference, Alabama. 1968

Reel-to-reel tape recording of PL's address at Auburn Conference, Alabama. 1968

Notes, manuscript of address by PL, and other material from The Conference on Contemporary Approaches to Morality. 1968

Transcript of address and other material from panel discussion at Iowa State University. 1968

Lecture notes, correspondence, and other material from Danforth Associates Conference. 1966

Notes from lecture on "Pentecost in Academe" and other material from symposium on liberal arts colleges at Wittenburg University. 1966

Correspondence and other material from visit to Lewis and Clark College. 1966

Notes, correspondence, and other material from participation in UTS Summer program. 1966
29:20 Correspondence and other material from participation in various conferences. 1970-1972

29:21 Correspondence, notes, and manuscripts (2) of "The Concreteness of Theology: Reflections on the Conversation Between Barth and Bonhoeffer" from Barth Conference at Toronto School of Theology. 1972

29:22 Lecture notes, correspondence, and other material from The Gray Lectures at Duke University. 1971

29:23 Correspondence and other material from lecture series at First Presbyterian Church, Durham, North Carolina. 1972

29:24 Correspondence and copies of papers from visit to North Carolina. 1971

29:25 Correspondence and other material from Inter-Faith Associates in Metropolitan Theological Education. 1970-1971

29:26 Lecture notes, lecture manuscript, and other material from address at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 1971

29:27 Correspondence and material from Homecoming Service at St. John's Evangelical Protestant Church. 1967

Box 30

30:1 Correspondence between PL and Theology Today and Princeton University Press. 1965-1971

30:2 Correspondence between PL and The Christian Century. 1971-1972

30:3 Correspondence between PL and The Association Press and manuscript of article by J. C. Wynn. 1969-1970

30:4 Correspondence between PL and various persons regarding publication matters. 1967-1968

30:5 Correspondence between PL and various persons regarding book reviews. 1965-1968

30:6 Correspondence between PL and various persons regarding publication matters. 1964-1967

30:7 Correspondence between PL and various persons regarding publication matters and manuscripts of book reviews and articles. circa 1966

30:8 Manuscripts of "A Christian Alternative to Natural Law". circa 1966

30:9 Manuscripts of "Christian Theology in a World in Revolution". 1968

30:10 Manuscript of Ethics in a Christian Context. circa 1962
30:12 Manuscripts of and correspondence regarding "On 'Doing Theology': A Contextual Possibility". 1966
30:15 Manuscript of PL's lecture "The Logos in a World Come of Age". 1964
30:16 Manuscript of PL's paper "what is Christianity" and "On Keeping Human Life Human". 1963-1964
30:17 Manuscripts of various book reviews by PL and correspondence regarding them. 1962-1966
30:18 Manuscripts of book reviews and other short articles by PL. circa 1967
30:19 Notes and other material from WCC consultation on family life. 1970
30:20 Reports and papers from consultations on sexual ethics. circa 1970
30:21 Copies of two books regarding sexual ethics. 1970
30:22 Photocopies of PL's article "The Politics of Easter". 1980
30:23 Manuscript of PL's article entitled "The Commandments and the Common Life". 1979
30:24 Lecture notes and other material from various conferences. 1963-1964
30:25 Reports and other material from work on the Presbyterian sub-committee on the Book of the Service of God. 1974-1975
30:26 Letter and sermons by Horace Allen. 1975
30:27 Papers and miscellaneous material from work on "Book of Service" task force. circa 1975
30:28 Correspondence between PL and others regarding the Theological Education Fund and manuscript of PL's paper "Current Trends in the Interpretation of Christian Ethics". 1969-1970
30:29 Copies of papers by various persons. 1968-1969
30:30 Papers and correspondence from the Middle East Discussion Group (per original folder). circa 1973
30:31 Letters from Robert Klepper and excerpts from his diary. 1972
30:32 Letters (29) - to PL from various persons. 1974
Box 31

31:1 Manuscripts of theses by M.Div. students (Calvin Mew, Brian Gentz, and Chet Copeland). 1973

31:2 Manuscript of Horace T. Allen's "A Pastoral and Theological Reflection on Worship at Union Theological Seminary" (including photos). 1970

31:3 Signed manuscript of Milner S. Ball's "The Promise of American Law and Its Play". undated

31:4 Papers by students (Harriet Ellison, Dorothy Martyn, Richard Rosefield, Fred Umberger, Natalya Bimel, Mark Peter Harer, Melvin Vance, and Bob Emerick). circa 1973

31:5 Letter, résumé, and photocopies of papers from David R. Crowfield. circa 1973

31:6 Letter from Robert Klepper and bound work memorializing his wife Olga. 1972

31:7 Memos and papers by James Cone and copy of The Christian Century with article by Cone. 1971-1973

31:8 Manuscripts of two papers by Rubem Alves. 1971-1972


31:10 Manuscripts of papers by various persons (J. B. Rogers, J. M. Lochman, Gotthard Booth, John Smith, James Knight, Kenneth Johnstone, and Fritz Buri). 1957-1972


31:12 Publications and papers by various persons. 1965-1967

31:13 Letters and papers regarding the church in Central and South America. 1970-1973

31:14 Course paper and wirebound notes from Bruce Barstow. 1973

31:15 Student papers, comments by PL, and miscellaneous material from M.Div. theses (Martinus de Boer, Bob Emerick, John Snook, Vinetta Bell, and John Niles). 1972-1975

31:16 Papers by various persons, including copy of PL's article "The Shape of Theology for a World in Revolution". 1965-1975

31:17 Miscellaneous papers and photocopied material. circa 1970s

31:18 Miscellaneous publications and wall map of Europe. circa 1970s
31:19 Manuscript of paper by Richard A. Falk. 1974
31:23 Notes and other material from various lectures. 1968-1971

Box 32
32:1 Manuscripts of theses by M.Div. students (William Cisne and John Niles). circa 1973
32:2 Bound manuscript of M.Div. thesis by Paul Couch. 1974
32:3 Manuscript of M.Div. thesis by Roland Zimany. 1974
32:4 Manuscripts of M.Div. thesis and other papers by Fay Ellison. circa 1974
32:5 Lecture notes, correspondence, and other material from Larkin-Stuart Lectures at Trinity College, Toronto. 1975
32:6 Correspondence and other material from visiting professorship at Union Theological Seminary in Virginia. 1973-1976
32:7 Correspondence and memos concerning students at UTS Virginia. 1974-1975
32:8 Course lecture notes and materials - "Introduction to Christian Ethics." 1974
32:10 Notes from various lectures on ethics. 1965-1967
32:11 Original notes, handwritten manuscript pages, and other material regarding PL's The Transfiguration of Politics. circa 1970-1975
32:12 Original handwritten manuscript of Part Four of PL's The Transfiguration of Politics. circa 1970-1975
32:13 Original typed manuscript of Part Two of PL's The Transfiguration of Politics. circa 1970-1975
32:14 Original typed manuscript of Part Three of PL's The Transfiguration of Politics. circa 1970-1975
32:15 Original typed manuscript of Part Four of PL's The Transfiguration of Politics. circa 1970-1975
32:16 Notes, correspondence, and manuscript pages from German translation of PL's *The Transfiguration of Politics*. circa 1977-1978

32:17 Publisher's manuscript of PL's *The Transfiguration of Politics*. circa 1975

32:18 Publisher's manuscript of PL's *The Transfiguration of Politics* (continued). circa 1975

32:19 Manuscripts (4) of miscellaneous lectures by PL. undated

32:20 Sermons by PL. 1974-1975

32:21 Manuscripts of sermons and papers from various persons. 1975-1982

32:22 Notes from lecture on Biblical iambics and reprint of PL's article on same topic. 1976

**Box 33**

33:1 Photocopies of letters from contributors to Festschrift for PL. 1973

33:2 Letters of recommendation. 1974

33:3 Letters (14) - between PL and various persons. 1974

33:4 Letters between PL and Alexander McKelway and between PL and Hugh Kerr. 1975

33:5 Letters (33) - between PL and various persons. 1975

33:6 Letters (8) - between PL and various persons. 1975-1976

33:7 Christmas cards to PL. 1975

33:8 Christmas cards to PL. 1976

33:9 Miscellaneous papers, notes, newspaper clippings, etc. 1960s-1980s

33:10 Copies of PL's biographical information and list of publications. circa 1969-1972

33:11 Manuscript of lecture by Nancy Duff. 1985

33:12 Notes and other material from lecture at Kenyon College. 1975

33:13 Sermon and lecture notes from Conference at Wake Forest University. 1975

33:14 Course lecture notes and materials - "Augustine's *City of God.*" 1975


33:16 Lecture notes and other material from conference at Montreat, North Carolina. 1974
33:17 Manuscript of PL's lecture on Bonhoeffer at UTS. 1968
33:18 Manuscripts of PL's lecture on Reinhold Niebuhr at UTS in Virginia. 1970
33:19 Miscellaneous notes, letters, and other material. 1975-1982
33:20 Correspondence between PL, Bowen McCoy, and Benjamin Reist. 1978-1980
33:21 Correspondence and other material from the Niebuhr Celebration at Eden Theological Seminary. 1979
33:22 Lecture notes and other material from commencement address at Moravian Theological Seminary. 1980
33:23 Lecture notes and other material from commencement address at Bangor Theological Seminary. 1976
33:24 Sermon notes and other material from conference at Montreat, North Carolina. 1977
33:25 Lecture notes and other material from lecture series on "A Bicentennial Look at the Federalist Papers". 1976
33:26 Miscellaneous course material from seminar on Bonhoeffer at Moravian Theological Seminary. 1978
33:27 Course lecture notes and materials from course at Moravian Theological Seminary - "Introduction to Christian Theology." 1977
33:28 Course lecture notes and materials from course at Moravian Theological Seminary - "Christology." 1977
33:29 Correspondence, course material, and other miscellaneous material from Moravian Theological Seminary. 1977-1978
33:30 Course lecture notes and materials from seminar at U. C. Berkley - "Studies in Luther and Calvin, with Particular Reference to John Rawls' A Theory of Justice." 1976
33:31 Course lecture notes and materials from seminar at the Graduate Theological Union - "Divine Election and Human Fulfillment." 1977
33:32 Course lecture notes and materials from course at San Francisco Theological Seminary - "The Shaping of Responsible Freedom." 1976
33:33 Course lecture notes and materials from course at Bryn Mawr College - "Shapers of Theology in the Twentieth Century." 1976-1977

Box 34

34:1 Lecture notes and other material from T. V. Moore seminar at San Francisco Theological Seminary. 1976
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34:2</td>
<td>Correspondence and papers from various persons and lecture notes. 1965-1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34:3</td>
<td>Letters (12) - between PL and various persons. 1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34:4</td>
<td>Correspondence and transcripts of interview with PL. 1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34:5</td>
<td>Correspondence and other material. 1975-1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34:6</td>
<td>Letters (24) - to PL from various persons (original folder marked &quot;letters for UTS archives&quot;). 1977-1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34:7</td>
<td>Letters and cards (39) - to PL from various persons. 1978-1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34:8</td>
<td>Letters (4) - from Hermann Rauschning. 1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34:9</td>
<td>Correspondence and other material from various persons. 1976-1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34:10</td>
<td>Letters (24) - between PL and various persons. 1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34:11</td>
<td>Miscellaneous material from the International Conference on the Unity of the Sciences. 1979-1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34:12</td>
<td>Miscellaneous publications and manuscripts of lectures. 1976-1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34:13</td>
<td>Correspondence, papers, and other material from time at Graduate Theological Union. 1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34:14</td>
<td>Correspondence and other material from various lectures. 1976-1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34:15</td>
<td>Miscellaneous correspondence, photos, and other material. 1959-1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34:16</td>
<td>Manuscript of Lecture One of the Annie Kinkead Warfield Lectures at Princeton Seminary. 1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34:17</td>
<td>Typed and handwritten manuscripts of Lecture Two of the Annie Kinkead Warfield Lectures at Princeton Seminary. 1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34:18</td>
<td>Typed manuscript of Lecture Three of the Annie Kinkead Warfield Lectures at Princeton Seminary. 1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34:19</td>
<td>Typed and handwritten manuscripts of Lecture Four of the Annie Kinkead Warfield Lectures at Princeton Seminary. 1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34:20</td>
<td>Typed and handwritten manuscripts of Lecture Five of the Annie Kinkead Warfield Lectures at Princeton Seminary. 1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34:21</td>
<td>Typed and handwritten manuscripts of Lecture Six of the Annie Kinkead Warfield Lectures at Princeton Seminary. 1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34:22</td>
<td>Notes, correspondence, and other material from the Annie Kinkead Warfield Lectures at Princeton Seminary. 1979</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
34:23 Newspaper clippings and other material relating to the Annie Kinkead Warfield Lectures at Princeton Seminary (original folder marked "Warfield materials"). 1979

34:24 Manuscripts of portions of the Annie Kinkead Warfield Lectures at Princeton Seminary, "The Decalogue and a Human Future". 1979

34:25 Typed and handwritten manuscripts of the Annie Kinkead Warfield Lectures at Princeton Seminary. 1979

34:26 Manuscripts of the Annie Kinkead Warfield Lectures at Princeton Seminary, "The Decalogue and a Human Future". 1979

34:27 Manuscripts of the Annie Kinkead Warfield Lectures at Princeton Seminary, "The Decalogue and a Human Future". 1979

34:28 Correspondence, manuscripts of lectures, and other material from the Zimmerman Lectures on Effective Preaching at Lutheran Theological Seminary. 1981

34:29 Miscellaneous material from address at Middlebury College. 1979

34:30 Manuscripts of address and other material from symposium at Virginia State College. 1978

Box 35

35:1 Notes and other material from talks on Bonhoeffer, and copy of 1970 issue of *The Christian Century* about Bonhoeffer. 1979

35:2 Lecture notes, correspondence, and other material from Clergy Academy at the College of Wooster. 1978

35:3 Notes, manuscripts, and other material from address on church-related colleges at Presbyterian Synod of the Covenant. 1979

35:4 Lecture notes and other material from meeting of the Division of Life and Mission of the American Lutheran Church. 1978

35:5 Lecture notes and other material from Montreat and the Institute of Religion at Texas Medical Center. 1977-1978

35:6 Sermon notes from marriage sermons. 1978-1979

35:7 Sermon notes and other material from Zion Evangelical UCC Church, Indiana. 1979

35:8 Sermon notes and other material from Community UMC Church, New York. 1978

35:9 Sermon notes, correspondence, and other material from wedding service. 1978

35:10 Manuscript of Charles Dickinson's "Evil Among the Greeks". 1979
35:11 Manuscript of Rubem Alves' "The Lord's Supper and Its Bearing Upon Ethics in the Writings of Luther". 1966

35:12 Correspondence and copies of articles relating to Karl Barth. circa 1977

35:13 Letters (21) - between PL and various persons. 1980

35:14 Lecture notes and correspondence from address on Bonhoeffer. 1984


35:16 Copies of papers from various persons. circa 1980s


35:18 Letters and papers from George Hunsinger. 1977-1984

35:19 Correspondence and other material from symposium on the work of Harvey Cox, including a manuscript of PL's "Harvey Cox, Martin Luther, and a Macro-Sociological Conceptuality". 1982

35:20 Correspondence and other material regarding *Dictionary of Christian Ethics*. 1984

35:21 Correspondence and papers from Charles W. Rawlings. 1981

35:22 Correspondence and other material from the Witherspoon Society. 1987-1988

35:23 Letters (8) - between PL and Eberhard Bethge. 1984-1988

35:24 Correspondence between PL and Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht publishers and Gerhard Sauter of the ecumenical institute in Bonn. 1986-1987

35:25 Correspondence and other material from colloquium honoring John Haddon Leith. 1989

35:26 Sermon notes, correspondence, photos, and other material from Knox Presbyterian Church in Cincinnati. 1983

35:27 Sermon notes and other material from Madison Avenue Presbyterian Church. 1980-1989

35:28 Correspondence and other material from Philip J. Lee. 1980-1984

35:29 Miscellaneous material regarding Bonhoeffer film. 1984

35:30 Correspondence and other material from Paul A. Hanson. 1980-1989

35:31 Correspondence and miscellaneous material regarding the American Humanist Association. 1982-1984
35:32 Handwritten manuscript and other material regarding PL's essay in *Social Themes of the Christian Year*. 1982

35:33 Correspondence and other material from Fred Herzog. 1981-1982

35:34 Correspondence, photos, and other material from students at Vanderbilt Divinity School. 1982-1983

35:35 Correspondence and other material from Wilfred Harrison. 1984-1987

35:36 Correspondence and other material from Charles Villa-Vicencio. 1988

35:37 Correspondence and other material from various persons, including Benjamin Reist, Kalman Sulyok, and David Hopper. 1981-1989

**Box 36**

36:1 Correspondence between PL and various persons. 1982

36:2 Correspondence between PL and various persons. 1983

36:3 Correspondence between PL and various persons. 1984

36:4 Correspondence regarding publications. 1980-1988

36:5 Correspondence between PL and various persons. 1976-1980


36:8 Miscellaneous papers and publications. 1980-1988

36:9 Miscellaneous publications, newspaper clippings, etc. 1982-1988

36:10 Sermon notes and lecture notes, correspondence, and course syllabi from Davidson College. 1982

36:11 Sermon notes and other material from work as theologian-in-residence at The College of Wooster. 1980

36:12 Miscellaneous material from Stony Point Center. 1986-1987

36:13 Manuscript of PL's lecture on "Theology, Jurisprudence, and the Indian Situation" from symposium at Center for Continuing Education at Princeton, New Jersey. 1983

36:14 Manuscripts of PL's response to paper by Daniel Migliore and other material from symposium at Princeton Seminary on the Confession of 1967. 1982


36:16 Manuscript of PL's paper on "Faithfulness, Responsibility and Justice". 1987
36:17 Manuscript of PL's lecture on "Piety, Power, and Politics" at Vanderbilt University. 1982

36:18 Correspondence and other material regarding Bonhoeffer symposium. 1984


36:20 Sermon notes, correspondence, and other material from Vanderbilt Divinity School. 1982

36:21 Calendar and daily budget book. 1982

36:22 Correspondence and other material from lecture at Union Theological Seminary in Virginia. 1980

36:23 Lecture manuscripts, notes, and other material from lectures at Vanderbilt Divinity School. 1982

36:24 Correspondence between PL and administration of Vanderbilt Divinity School. 1981-1982

36:25 Memos and minutes from faculty of Vanderbilt Divinity School

36:26 Paycheck stubs, bank statements, and other financial information from time at Vanderbilt Divinity School. 1982

36:27 Worship bulletins and other publications from Vanderbilt Divinity School. 1982

36:28 Correspondence between PL and various persons from time at Vanderbilt Divinity School. 1982

36:29 Miscellaneous material from Vanderbilt Divinity School. 1982

Box 37

37:1 Correspondence between PL and Carl Furuya and photo of them. 1984

37:2 Correspondence between PL and Publishers regarding his publications. 1981-1983

37:3 Miscellaneous correspondence and papers. 1981-1985

37:4 Miscellaneous papers from the Paul Study Group. 1982-1988

37:5 Lecture manuscripts and other material from symposium on bio-ethics at Texas Medical Center and material regarding the lecture's publication as part of Theology and Bioethics: Exploring Foundations and Frontiers. 1982-1984
37:6 Correspondence, papers, and manuscripts and photocopies of PL's tribute to Louise Pettibone Smith from the Bultmann Symposium at Wellesley College. 1984

37:7 Sermon manuscript, photos, and other material from marriage of Nancy Duff. 1985

37:8 Sermon manuscripts from wedding services. 1985

37:9 Manuscripts of lectures given by PL at NEH Summer Institute at Princeton University. 1987

37:10 Notes from presentation at retreat for senior citizens. 1984

37:11 Correspondence and miscellaneous material from lectures at Institute for Mission in the U.S.A. 1987

37:12 Correspondence, reports, and other material from work with the Theology in Global Context Association. 1986-1987

37:13 Lecture manuscripts and other material from lectures at Stony Point Conference Center. 1983

37:14 Lecture notes and manuscripts from various lectures on the role of higher education. 1980

37:15 Correspondence and papers from the Indian Law and Theology Symposium at Princeton Seminary. 1983

37:16 Sermon notes, correspondence, and other material from services at Madison Avenue Presbyterian Church. 1985-1989

37:17 Manuscripts of PL's essay on Karl Barth for commemorative volume and correspondence regarding it. 1984-1986

37:18 Correspondence and other material from symposium commemorating the fiftieth anniversary of the Barmen Declaration. 1984

37:19 Manuscripts of PL's address at the symposium commemorating the fiftieth anniversary of the Barmen Declaration. 1984

37:20 Manuscripts of sermons and addresses at various churches. 1973-1989

37:21 Correspondence between PL and various publishers regarding publications. 1984

37:22 Letters and papers from various persons. 1980-1988

37:23 Miscellaneous correspondence and publications. 1987-1988

37:24 Bulletins and other material from Madison Avenue Presbyterian Church. 1988-1989

Box 38
38:1 Manuscript of PL's response to article by George Hunsinger, copy of journal, in which response appeared, and various letters and papers from Hunsinger. 1979-1987
38:2 Lecture manuscripts and other material from colloquium honoring John Haddon Leith. 1989
38:3 Miscellaneous material from baccalaureate speech at Davidson College. 1989
38:4 Lecture notes, correspondence, and other material from conference on "Faith and Science: A Harmony of Gospels," held by the Synod of the Northeast. 1981
38:5 Galley proofs of PL's Christologie und Politik: Eine Theologische Hermeneutik des Politischen. 1987
38:6 Paperback copy of PL's Christologie und Politik: Eine Theologische Hermeneutik des Politischen. 1987
38:7 Two copies of PL's Idéologie et Incarnation: Un Risque Actuel de L'oecuménisme. 1962
38:8 Copies of manuscripts of various lectures by PL. 1956-1983
38:9 Lecture notes and transcript of interview. 1987
38:10 Correspondence regarding, and manuscript of Part One, Chapter One of PL's The Decalogue and a Human Future. circa 1983
38:11 Manuscripts of Part One, Chapter Two of PL's The Decalogue and a Human Future. circa 1983
38:12 Manuscripts of Part One, Chapter Three of PL's The Decalogue and a Human Future. circa 1983
38:13 Manuscript of portion of Part One, Chapter Four of PL's The Decalogue and a Human Future. circa 1983
38:14 Manuscript of Paul Meyer's The Justification of Jesus. undated
38:15 Galley proofs of Richard Shaull's Metanoia: An Encounter with Latin America's Poor. 1984
38:16 Galley proofs of volume one of The Tanner Lectures on Human Values. 1980
38:17 Galley proofs of Christians and the Many Faces of Marxism. 1984
38:18 Copies of papers from various persons. circa 1980s
38:19 Copies of papers from various persons. circa 1980s
38:20 Manuscripts of the Lyman Beecher Lectures on Preaching by Horace Allen (per original folder). 1987
38:21 Various papers by Edward Leuders. undated
38:22 Miscellaneous correspondence and papers. 1982-1988
38:23 Copy of George Hunsinger's dissertation. 1988
38:24 Copies of papers from various persons. circa 1980s

Box 39

39:1 Cards and letters to PL from various persons. 1976-1983
39:2 Cards and letters to PL from various persons. 1984-1985
39:3 Cards and letters to PL from various persons. 1986
39:4 Cards and letters to PL from various persons. 1987
39:5 Cards and letters to PL from various persons. 1988
39:6 Cards and letters to PL from various persons. 1989-1992
39:7 Cards and letters to PL from Eberhard Bethge and Nancy Duff. 1966-1988
39:8 Correspondence and papers from Ed Huenemann. 1983-1988
39:9 Miscellaneous notes; correspondence addressed to Philip Turner. circa 1980s
39:10 Miscellaneous correspondence to PL. 1965-1988
39:11 Miscellaneous publications. circa 1980s
39:12 Correspondence and papers from various persons. circa 1980s
39:13 Correspondence and papers from various persons. circa 1980s
39:14 Copies of papers by Benjamin Reist and Milner Ball. circa 1980s
39:15 Photocopies of articles by Georg Buchwald - (original publication dates 1894 and 1912). 1894 and 1912
39:16 Manuscript of Papers Towards a Symposium on Contextual Theology and Ethics. circa 1980s
39:17 Manuscript of Paul Vallière's The Peace of Pentecost. 1983

Box 40

40:1 Manuscript of Elouise Renich Fraser's dissertation on "Karl Barth's Doctrine of Humility". 1986
40:2 Correspondence between PL and Katallagete, copy of article by George Hunsinger, manuscript of PL's response to Hunsinger's article, and copies of Katallagete. 1986-1987

40:3 Handwritten manuscript of W. D. Davies' article on "Conscience" for the Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible. undated

40:4 Correspondence between PL and Milner Ball, and a copy of PL's will. 1980

40:5 Miscellaneous papers and publications. circa 1980s

40:6 Miscellaneous manuscripts, author unknown. undated

40:7 Papers and other material from World Council of Churches Sixth Assembly. 1983

40:8 Papers and other material from WCC's Commission on Faith and Order, with notes and manuscripts of PL's comments on the "Implications of a Doctrine of Sanctification". 1981

40:9 Miscellaneous papers from the WCC. 1947

40:10 Miscellaneous papers and correspondence regarding the WCC's Ecumenical Institute. 1959

40:11 Miscellaneous papers and correspondence from the WCC's ecumenical study conference at Oxford. 1949

40:12 Miscellaneous papers and correspondence regarding the WCC's studies in "The Word of God and the Living Faiths of Men". 1958

40:13 Correspondence and papers regarding the WCC and International Missionary Council's study of "Christian and non-Christian in the Afro-Asian World: A Dialogue". 1958-1959

40:14 Miscellaneous papers published by the WCC. 1958-1961

40:15 Papers from the WCC's Ecumenical Institute and notes and manuscripts of PL's "The Theological Notion of Truth". 1954-1955

40:16 Miscellaneous papers and correspondence relating to the WCC. 1952-1955

40:17 Correspondence, papers, and other material from the United Church of Christ Conference on Christian Approaches to Defense and Disarmament in Friedewald. 1967

40:18 Correspondence, lecture notes, and other material from meetings of the Presbyterian and Reformed Alliance and the World Alliance of Reformed Churches. 1957-1960

40:19 Correspondence and other material relating to purchase of car. 1962
40:20 Miscellaneous papers and publications. 1956-1976

Box 41

41:1 Correspondence and other material regarding the International Missionary Council's Commission on the Missionary Obligation of the Church. 1950-1954

41:2 Minutes, papers and other material relating to the International Missionary Council's Commission on the Missionary Obligation of the Church. 1950-1952

41:3 Manuscripts of different drafts of the final report of the International Missionary Council's Commission on the Missionary Obligation of the Church. 1952

41:4 Correspondence and other material from the International Missionary Council's meeting in Willingen, Germany. 1952

41:5 Minutes and other publications relating to the International Missionary Council's meeting in Willingen, Germany. 1952

41:6 Correspondence and papers from Christian Peace Conference's meeting in Prague. 1962

41:7 Miscellaneous papers and other material from the Christian Peace Conference. 1966-1967

41:8 Miscellaneous papers and other material from the Christian Peace Conference. 1967

41:9 Miscellaneous papers and other material from the Christian Peace Conference. 1967-1968

41:10 Correspondence, papers, and publications from the Christian Peace Conference. 1967-1968

41:11 Miscellaneous papers and other material from the Christian Peace Conference. 1969-1970

41:12 Miscellaneous papers and other material from the Christian Peace Conference. 1970

41:13 Papers and other material from the Third All-Christian Peace Assembly. 1967

41:14 Correspondence, photo, and other material from PL's visits to Brazil. 1959-1965

41:15 Miscellaneous publications from South America regarding Presbyterianism. circa 1960s

Box 42
42:1  Correspondence and other material from the International Missionary Council's meeting at Bossey, Switzerland. 1957-1958
42:2  Miscellaneous material from the International Missionary Council. 1953
42:3  Correspondence and other material from work on National Council or Churches committees. 1967-1969
42:4  Miscellaneous material from NCC committee in preparation for 1972 Conference. 1969
42:5  Correspondence, papers, and other material from work with the NCC's Department of International Affairs. 1959
42:6  Miscellaneous papers and other material from work with the NCC's Department of Intentional Affairs. 1962-1963
42:7  Correspondence, papers, and other material from work with the NCC's Department of International Affairs. 1967-1968
42:8  Correspondence, papers, and other material from work with the NCC's Department of the Church and Economic Life. 1958-1959
42:9  Correspondence, papers, and other material from work with the NCC's Department of the Church and Economic Life. 1959-1960
42:10 Correspondence, papers, and other material from work with the NCC's Department of the Church and Economic Life. 1962-1964
42:11 Correspondence, papers, and other material from work with the NCC's Department of the Church and Economic Life. 1963
42:12 Correspondence, papers, and other material from work with the NCC's Department of the Church and Economic Life. 1965
42:13 Correspondence, papers, and other material from work with the NCC's Department of the Church and Economic Life. 1965-1970
42:14 Correspondence, papers, and other material from work with the Consultation on Church Union. 1973-1975
42:16 Miscellaneous publications from India and elsewhere in Asia and Africa. circa 1968

Box 43

43:1  Miscellaneous papers from Duodecim. undated
43:2  Papers from Duodecim. 1943-1947
43:3  Correspondence regarding Duodecim. 1943-1958
43:4 Papers from Duodecim. 1948
43:5 Papers from Duodecim. 1949
43:6 Papers from Duodecim. 1950
43:7 Papers from Duodecim. 1951-1952
43:8 Papers from Duodecim. 1953
43:9 Papers from Duodecim. 1954-1955
43:10 Papers from Duodecim. 1956-1957
43:11 Papers from Duodecim. 1958
43:12 Papers from Duodecim. 1959
43:13 Correspondence regarding Duodecim. 1958-1966
43:14 Papers from Duodecim. 1960-1962
43:15 Papers from Duodecim. 1962-1963
43:16 Papers from Duodecim. 1963-1964
43:17 Papers from Duodecim. 1965-1968
43:18 Papers from Duodecim, including handwritten manuscript of PL's essay "Which Way Theology? An Infra-Duodecimal Conversation". 1969-1972

Box 44
44:1 Papers from Duodecim, including PL’s essay on "The Biblical and the Human Meaning of Politics". 1973-1974
44:2 Papers from Duodecim. 1975
44:3 Papers from Duodecim. 1977-1978
44:4 Papers from Duodecim. 1979-1980
44:5 Papers from Duodecim. 1981-1982
44:7 Papers from Duodecim. 1989
44:8 Papers and other material from the American Theological Society. 1949-1950
44:9 Papers and other material from the American Theological Society. 1951-1953
44:10 Papers and other material from the American Theological Society. 1959-1961
44:11 Papers and other material from the American Theological Society, including PL's essay "The Logos in a World Come of Age". 1963-1966

44:12 Papers and other material from the American Theological Society. 1967-1969

44:13 Correspondence, papers, and other material from the American Theological Society. 1969-1971

44:14 Manuscripts of PL's presidential address before the American Theological Society and correspondence regarding it. 1970

44:15 Papers and other material from the American Theological Society. 1972-1974

44:16 Papers and other material from the American Theological Society. 1975

44:17 Papers and other material from the American Theological Society. 1977-1978

44:18 Papers and other material from the American Theological Society. 1979

Box 45

45:1 Papers and other material from the American Theological Society. 1980-1983

45:2 Papers and other material from the American Theological Society. 1984-1987

45:3 Papers and other material from the American Theological Society. 1988-1989

45:4 Manuscript of Elizabeth Berryhill's play about Dietrich Bonhoeffer entitled The Cup of Trembling. undated

45:5 Two manuscripts of "Kindheit und Elternhaus Dietrich Bonhoeffer" by Sabine Leibholz (née Bonhoeffer). circa 1964

45:6 Essay contributed by PL to volume I Knew Dietrich Bonhoeffer and correspondence regarding it. 1966

45:7 Letters (17) - between PL and Eberhard Bethge and others regarding Bonhoeffer. 1964-1965

45:8 Letter and manuscript of addresses by Emmi Bonhoeffer. 1950-1965

45:9 Copies of PL's contribution to BBC program on Bonhoeffer and correspondence regarding it. 1960-1964

45:10 Correspondence between PL and Gerhard Leibholz and others regarding Bonhoeffer. 1964-1969
45:11 English translation of Sabine Leibholz's memoir of Dietrich Bonhoeffer and correspondence concerning its publication. 1965
45:12 Grant proposal seeking funding of English translation project of Bonhoeffer's works from the National Endowment for Humanities. 1988
45:13 Correspondence and publications from International Bonhoeffer Society for Archive and Research. 1974-1988
45:14 Correspondence and other material from Bonhoeffer memorial day at Union Theological Seminary. 1984
45:15 Sermon notes and other material from service in remembrance of Bonhoeffer at St. Andrews Episcopal Church, Marblehead, Massachusetts. 1975
45:16 Papers and other material from the Bonhoeffer-Kongress. 1971
45:17 Correspondence, papers, and other material from Bonhoeffer-Kongress and other European engagements. 1971
45:18 Correspondence and papers from European engagements, including manuscripts of addresses by PL. 1971
45:19 Correspondence between PL and various persons. 1971
45:20 Miscellaneous publications about Bonhoeffer. circa 1960s-1980s
45:21 Paperback copy of Bonhoeffer's *Auf Dem Wege Zur Freiheit* and copies of his "Gott, Zu dir Rufe Ich". 1946-1947
45:22 Letters (2) - to PL from Eberhard Bethge concerning Bonhoeffer's diary. 1947-1949
45:23 Letters from Klaus Bonhoeffer to his father and his children. 1945
45:24 Other miscellaneous material relating to Bonhoeffer. various dates
45:25 Lecture notes and typed manuscript of lectures at the Annual Conference of the Association of Clinical Pastoral Education in Colorado. 1981
45:26 Correspondence and other material from the Annual Conference of the Association of Clinical Pastoral Education in Colorado. 1981
45:27 Correspondence and other material from the American Society of Christian Ethics. 1974-1976
45:28 Correspondence from the Society of Christian Ethics. 1983-1986
45:29 Papers from various persons. circa 1966-1984
45:30 Reprints of journal articles by various persons. circa 1950s-1980s
45:31 Course lecture notes and material from course on "Theological Studies" at Pacific School of Religion. 1973
45:32 Letter and papers from Wolfgang Panofsky. 1974
45:33 Correspondence from the Association of Theological Schools. 1975
45:34 Miscellaneous material from the North American Karl Barth Society. 1972-1975
45:35 Lecture notes and other material from various lectures and courses. circa 1960s
45:36 Manuscript of essay on "Kant's Conception of Time" [by PL?]. undated
45:37 Miscellaneous letters, papers, and publications. circa 1960s-1980s

Box 46
46:1 Miscellaneous material regarding the ethics of abortion. 1960s
46:2 Miscellaneous material regarding the ethics of abortion. 1960s
46:3 Miscellaneous material regarding the ethics of abortion. 1960s-1980s
46:4 Miscellaneous material regarding nuclear disarmament. 1970s-1980s
46:5 Miscellaneous material regarding nuclear disarmament. 1970s-1980s
46:6 Correspondence and other material from the American Committee for Protection of the Foreign Born. 1970-1972
46:7 Correspondence and other material from the American Committee for Protection of the Foreign Born. 1972-1982
46:8 Miscellaneous material regarding liberation theology. 1976-1977
46:9 Miscellaneous material regarding hunger and ecology. 1974-1983
46:10 Miscellaneous material regarding Haiti and South Africa. 1974-1982
46:12 Magazine and newspaper articles regarding Pope John Paul II. 1979
46:13 Packet of material from the Latin America Department of the National Council of Churches. circa 1970
46:14 Miscellaneous material regarding feminism. 1976-1982
46:15 Miscellaneous material regarding the Palestinian Liberation Organization. 1982
46:16 Miscellaneous material regarding the Rajneesh Foundation. 1983
46:17 Papers by various persons from a conference on South Africa and the Middle East. 1981
46:18 Correspondence and other material regarding the Middle East.  
1972-1981
46:19 Papers from various persons. 1973-1980
46:20 Correspondence between PL and Jim Wright and other Congressmen.  
1988

Box 47
47:1 Miscellaneous material from the National Emergency Civil Liberties  
Committee. 1970s
47:2 Miscellaneous material from the National Emergency Civil Liberties  
Committee. 1980s
47:3 Minutes and other material from meetings of the Executive Committee  
of the National Emergency Civil Liberties Committee. 1977-1988
47:4 Miscellaneous issues of Rights from the National Emergency Civil  
Liberties Committee. 1977-1983
47:5 Miscellaneous issues of Bill of Rights Journal from the National  
Emergency Civil Liberties Committee. 1982-1983
47:6 Other miscellaneous publications from the National Emergency Civil  
Liberties Committee. 1970s-1980s
47:7 Manuscripts of PL's essay "An Ethical Critique of Conscription" and  
related newspaper clippings. 1980
47:8 Miscellaneous material regarding the Presbyterian church and ethical  
issues. 1960s-1980s
47:9 Miscellaneous material regarding Social Security. 1988
47:10 Miscellaneous material regarding peace. 1971-1982
47:11 Miscellaneous material regarding self-help psychology. 1974-1981
47:12 Paper regarding Mexican immigration to America. undated
47:13 Miscellaneous material regarding business ethics. 1981-1982
47:14 Miscellaneous material regarding sexuality and the family (per original  
47:15 Miscellaneous articles regarding homosexuality. 1977-1981
47:16 Miscellaneous papers about homosexuality [including one by PL?].  
1981

Box 48
48:2 Typewritten manuscript and corrections of several chapters of PL's *The Decalogue and a Human Future*. undated
48:3 Paper by Harvey Cox. undated
48:4 Copy of letter by Karl Barth and other German material. 1933-1946
48:5 Miscellaneous publications. 1960s-1980s
48:6 Miscellaneous publications. 1980s
48:7 Papers and other material on South Africa. circa 1985
48:8 Manuscript of book review by Milner S. Ball. 1982
48:9 Paper regarding nuclear waste. 1980
48:10 Correspondence and book review by Ed Huenemann. 1982
48:11 Presbyterian Church statement on Christians and Jews. 1983
48:12 Photocopies of magazine articles on various topics, mostly relating to ethical issues. 1970s-1980s
48:13 Clippings from newspapers and magazines on various topics, mostly relating to ethical issues. 1970s-1980s
48:14 Clippings from newspapers and magazines on various topics, mostly relating to ethical issues. 1970s-1980s
48:15 Notes and newspaper clippings on various subjects. 1980s
48:16 Correspondence and other miscellaneous material. 1970s-1980s
48:17 Miscellaneous newspaper clippings. 1970s-1980s
48:18 Photocopy of articles by Henry Fairlie. 1977

Box 49

49:1 Reel-to-reel tapes (3) of three lectures by PL at Institute of Theology. 1953
49:2 Reel-to-reel tapes (2) of two lectures by PL at the University of Wisconsin. 1971
49:3 Reel-to-reel tape of lecture by PL on "Theological Foundations for Power" given at UTS Alumni Day. 1968
49:4 Reel-to-reel tape of two sermons [by PL?] given at Rollins Chapel. 1966
49:5 Reel-to-reel tapes (2) of two lectures by PL. 1955-1957
49:6 Reel-to-reel tapes (3) of six lectures by PL at Union Theological Seminary in Virginia. undated

49:7 Reel-to-reel tapes (2) of four lectures by PL at Union Theological Seminary in Virginia. undated

49:8 Audio cassette tapes (2) of lecture by Eberhard Bethge and panel discussion at meeting of the International Bonhoeffer Society at UTS. undated

49:9 Audio cassette tape of lecture by PL at the Trinity Institute. undated

49:10 Audio cassette tape of "The CBVH Handbook for Vocational Rehabilitation Services". 1984

49:11 Academic hood from Ohio State University.

49:12 Academic hood.

49:13 Academic cap.

49:14 PL's brass nameplate [from UTS office?] and unlabeled audio recording discs. undated

49:15 Copy of Paris Match. April 1955

**Box 50**

50:1 Diploma from Tubingen.

50:2 Certificate of baptism for Paul Louis Menzel. 1878

50:3 Certificate of baptism for PL. 1906

50:4 PL's wife's Bachelor of Science diploma from Ohio State University. 1926

50:5 PL's Bachelor of Science diploma from Ohio State University. 1927

50:6 PL's Bachelor of Arts diploma from Ohio State University. 1927

50:7 PL's Bachelor of Divinity diploma from UTS. 1930

50:8 PL's Doctor of Theology diploma from UTS. 1936

50:9 Portrait of the UTS class of 1930. 1930

50:10 Seminary portrait from UTS - (original container dated portraits as "1930, 31?"). 1930

50:11 Seminary portrait from UTS - (original container dated portraits as "1930, 31?"). 1930

50:12 Doctor of Letters plaque from Davidson College. 1989

**Box 51**
51:1 Tax return and financial records. 1982
51:2 Tax return and financial records. 1983
51:3 Receipts and other financial records. 1982-1984
51:4 Receipts and other material relating to PL's boat in Maine. 1961-1966
51:5 Letters and papers from Roland Zimany. 1979-1985
51:7 Miscellaneous material from work with Presbyterian committee on Theology in a Global Context. 1985-1987
51:8 Correspondence between PL and Wilhelm and Marion Pauck, with photos. 1965-1969
51:9 Correspondence between PL and Wilhelm and Marion Pauck. 1970-1979
51:10 Correspondence between PL and Marion Pauck. 1980-1984
51:11 Correspondence between PL and Marion Pauck. 1985-1987
51:12 Miscellaneous material from memorial service for Wilhelm Pauck, including handwritten and typed manuscripts of PL's eulogy. 1981
51:14 Miscellaneous material regarding the Paul Study Group. 1987
51:15 Memos, reports, and other material from UTS. 1975-1982
51:16 Miscellaneous publications by UTS. 1975-1983
51:17 Cards and letters (15) sent to PL on his 80th birthday. 1986
51:18 Correspondence and other material regarding PL's boat and properties. 1977-1980
51:19 Audio tape and transcript of lecture by PL about Reinhold Niebuhr at Wayne State University. 1984
51:20 Correspondence, receipts, and other material from trip to Europe. 1963
51:21 Photos and miscellaneous material regarding PL's family history. various dates
51:22 Letters from Walter Mosse and material regarding his death and PL's handling of his estate. circa 1974
51:23 Letters and poems written by PL to his wife. 1930s-1950s
51:24 Letters to PL from various persons. 1984-1987
Box 52

52:1 Minutes, agendas, and other material from the Executive Committee of the National Emergency Civil Liberties Committee. 1985-1987

52:2 Correspondence and other material regarding the National Emergency Civil Liberties Committee. 1985-1986

52:3 Miscellaneous publications by the National Emergency Civil Liberties Committee. 1985-1986

52:4 Passports (3) belonging to PL and son.

52:5 Correspondence between PL and various persons regarding requests for PL to speak. 1968

52:6 Paper and other material from conference on Karl Barth. 1986

52:7 Correspondence and other material from the Institute for Religious and Social Studies. 1968

52:8 Miscellaneous material from National Council of American-Soviet Friendship. 1986

52:9 Letter and photos from Ohio State University. 1986

52:10 Correspondence and papers from Paul Study Group. 1986-1987

52:11 Material from church of Fred Zimmerman. 1985

52:12 Correspondence and papers from Committee on Theological Study of the Bases for the Church’s Action in the World. 1967

52:13 Material regarding court cases involving American Committee for Protection of the Foreign Born. 1963-1979


52:15 Miscellaneous material from class reunions at UTS. 1985-1986

52:16 Memorandum to last will and testament regarding next of kin. undated

52:17 Miscellaneous material regarding various political issues. 1966-1986

52:18 Letters (14) - to PL from Marion Pauck. 1981-1986

52:19 Letters (2) - and sermon from Nancy Duff. 1986

52:20 Correspondence between PL and Frans Richters. 1962-1973

52:21 Letters and postcards to PL from various persons. 1932-1987

52:22 Correspondence between PL and various persons from his time at Bryn Mawr College. 1976

52:23 Correspondence between PL and various persons. 1939-1974
52:24 Correspondence between PL and various persons. 1980-1985
52:25 Correspondence between PL and various persons. 1986
52:26 Correspondence between PL and various persons. 1987
52:27 Receipts and other financial records. 1964-1988
52:28 Miscellaneous papers and other material. 1979-1987
52:29 Miscellaneous publications and newspaper clippings. 1976-1986
52:30 Leases and other material regarding PL's apartment in Manhattan. 1974-1987
52:32 Miscellaneous material regarding inheritance, investments, and other financial matters. 1989-1991

Box 53
53:1 Correspondence regarding PL's donation of his papers to Princeton Seminary' library. 1991
53:2 Various documents regarding UTS' "Plans for the Future". 1972
53:3 Correspondence and other material from UTS President J. Brooke Mosley. 1970-1973
53:4 Letters and postcards from Walter Mosse and two signed manuscripts of Mosse's translation of Karl Barth's "Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. 1956-1973
53:5 Letters (3) and postcards (2) to Walter Mosse from Karl Barth. 1952-1962
53:6 Letters to PL from various persons. 1933-1959
53:7 Miscellaneous material from the Democratic National Committee. 1984
53:8 Letters between PL and "Fred and Dorothy" [Braun?]. 1938-1944
53:9 Correspondence between PL and Louis Menzel and photos - and postcard dated 1919 and letter dated 1875. 1982-1986
53:10 Correspondence and other material regarding funeral service for Louis Menzel. 1988
53:11 Memos and correspondence from faculty at UTS. 1969-1973
53:12 Letters and poems from Roy Setziol. 1957-1988
53:13 Miscellaneous letters and papers. 1972-1988
53:14 Correspondence and receipts regarding piano. 1962-1992
53:15 Correspondence and other material regarding publications by PL. 1982-1991
53:16 Correspondence regarding PL's membership in Tennessee Squires. 1982-1987
53:17 Lecture notes and papers about Ernst Troeltsch and correspondence regarding Troeltsch translation project. circa 1950s-1960s
53:18 Appraisal of PL's personal library. 1973
53:19 Correspondence regarding Karl Barth's 80th birthday. 1965-1966
53:20 Letters (11) - between PL and Horace Allen. 1968-1987
53:21 Letter and poem to PL from Harvey Cox. 1961
53:22 Letters (13) - from James L. Adams. 1968-1973
53:23 Letters (13) - between PL and Rubem Alves. 1971-1979
53:24 Papers and correspondence from Bonhoeffer round-table at the Goethe House. 1975
53:25 Correspondence, newspaper clippings, and other material regarding Allan Boesak. 1979-1990
53:26 Correspondence between PL and Eberhard Bethge and others. 1962-1985
53:28 Correspondence between PL and Bob Bunnell. 1986-1988
53:29 Letters (5) - from PL to Louise Pettibone Smith and from Wellesley College. 1970-1985
53:30 Correspondence regarding lecture by PL at American University. 1964
53:31 Correspondence with alumni (per original folder) and regarding PL's appointment to the Briggs Chair at UTS. 1967-1973
53:32 Correspondence between PL and various persons in Brazil. 1964-1967
53:33 Correspondence between PL and Milner Ball, paper by Ball, and photo and slides. 1971-1984
53:34 Letters (3) and paper by James H. Cone. 1969-1977
53:35 Correspondence and other material regarding the American Theological Society, the Christian Peace Conference, the Council for Soviet Friendship, and the Center for Theology and Public Policy. 1971-1987
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 54</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>54:1 Correspondence and other material regarding Margaret Flory and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54:2 Correspondence regarding festschrift for PL. 1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54:3 Correspondence and other material regarding Gerald Bertsch and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Goff. 1970-1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54:4 Correspondence and papers from Charles Dickinson III and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manuscripts of marriage sermon by PL. 1975-1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54:5 Correspondence between PL, Fred Herzog, and others, and copies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of articles by Herzog. 1969-1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54:6 Wills of PL and wife and related material. 1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54:7 Lecture manuscripts and related material. 1971-1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54:8 Memos, correspondence, photos, and other material from Harvard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divinity School 1971-1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54:9 Correspondence between PL and various persons at Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College. 1970-1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54:10 Correspondence between PL and various persons. 1971-1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54:11 Correspondence between PL and Gloria Carter-Richmond and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyrene Barretto. 1967-1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54:12 Manuscript of PL's foreword to book by Charles Villa-Vicencio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and correspondence regarding it. 1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54:13 Correspondence with various persons. 1978-1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54:15 Letter and paper from Daniel Noel. 1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54:16 Letters and papers from Edward Lueders. 1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54:17 Letters and papers from Alexander McKelway. 1978-1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54:18 Notes for PL's &quot;If This Were My Last Lecture in Union Theological</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminary&quot;. 1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54:19 Manuscripts of marriage sermon and related material. 1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54:20 Lecture notes and other material from lecture on &quot;Conscience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Power&quot;. 1974</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
54:22 Letters and paper from Christopher Morse and related correspondence. 1978-1986
54:23 Correspondence and other material from Daniel McKelway, with photo. 1984-1989
54:24 Correspondence and other material regarding course at Toronto School of Theology. 1977
54:25 Lecture notes and other material from lecture at Moravian Theological Seminary. 1977
54:26 Lecture notes from lecture at Denison University. 1976
54:27 Lecture notes, correspondence, and other material from consultation on Law, Theology, and Ethics. 1974
54:28 Correspondence and other material from Corliss Lamont. 1975-1986
54:29 Manuscripts of funeral sermon for Ann Bradsher Martin and related material. 1982-1983
54:30 Correspondence between PL and William C. Mounts. 1974-1983
54:31 Correspondence between PL and various publishers regarding publications by PL. 1963-1964
54:32 Sermon notes and other material from services at UTS. 1970-1972
54:33 Correspondence and other material from Ohio State University. 1985-1986
54:34 Correspondence and other material from the National Council of American-Soviet Friendship. 1971-1986
54:35 Correspondence and other material from Columbia University. 1964-1973
54:36 Miscellaneous correspondence, receipts, and other material. 1963-1976
54:37 Correspondence with various persons at Bryn Mawr College. 1974-1979
54:38 Correspondence, papers, and other material from the Karl Barth Society of North America. 1977-1979
54:39 Photos, biographical information sheets, and other publicity material. circa 1970s

Box 55
55:1 Correspondence between PL and the *Union Seminary Quarterly Review* and manuscripts of book reviews by PL. 1964-1978
55:2 Correspondence between PL and *Christianity and Crisis* and manuscript of book review by PL. 1963-1978
55:4 Letters to PL from his father. 1961-1967
55:5 Thank-you letters to PL from various persons. 1965-1970
55:6 Letters and other material regarding draft evasion. 1968-1969
55:7 Letters to PL from students. 1965-1973
55:8 Letters to PL from Roy Setziol and manuscripts of lectures given by PL to group in Oregon. 1976-1982
55:9 Letters and photos from Pierre Dominicé. 1966-1980
55:10 Lecture notes from the Danture Seminar on sexual ethics (per original folder). 1962
55:11 Miscellaneous material from 50th class reunion at UTS. 1980
55:12 Correspondence and other material from Ritschl Symposium. 1972-1973
55:13 Correspondence and other material regarding death of Lucretia Henry Richter. 1986
55:14 Notes and other material from Presbyterian Ethos Discussion at Princeton, New Jersey. 1980
55:15 Correspondence and other material from Margaret N. Maxey. 1972-1985
55:16 Miscellaneous material from UTS. 1963-1989
55:17 Correspondence and other material regarding theology and science (per original folder). 1980-1981
55:18 Correspondence between PL and various persons (from folders marked "Correspondence - A-B"). 1970s-1980s
55:19 Correspondence between PL and various persons (from folders marked "Correspondence - C-D"). 1970s-1980s
55:20 Correspondence between PL and various persons (from folders marked "Correspondence - E-F"). 1970s-1980s
55:21 Correspondence between PL and various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - G"). 1970s-1980s
Correspondence between PL and various persons (from folders marked "Correspondence - H-I"). 1970s-1980s

Correspondence between PL and various persons (from folders marked "Correspondence - J-K"). 1970s-1980s

Correspondence between PL and various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - L"). 1970s-1980s

Correspondence between PL and various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - M"). 1970s-1980s

Correspondence between PL and various persons (from folders marked "Correspondence - N-O"). 1970s-1980s

Correspondence between PL and various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - P"). 1970s-1980s

Correspondence between PL and various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - R"). 1970s-1980s

Correspondence between PL and various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - S"). 1960s-1980s

Correspondence between PL and various persons (from folders marked "Correspondence - T-V"). 1960s-1980s

Correspondence between PL and various persons (from folder marked "Correspondence - W"). 1970s-1980s

Correspondence between PL and Louis Menzel. 1963-1982

Correspondence between PL and Johannes Schattenmann, with photo. 1965-1983

Correspondence between PL and various persons, with photo. 1965-1982

Correspondence between PL and Robert Klepper and other material. 1971-1979

Notes for sermon preached at memorial service for Henry Schwartz and Correspondence regarding him. 1970-1971

Correspondence between PL and various persons. 1955-1967

Box 56

Correspondence between PL and various persons. 1963-1964

Correspondence between PL and various persons. 1964

Correspondence between PL and various persons. 1968-1969

Correspondence and papers from the Paul Study Group. 1978-1979
56:5 Notes and other material from sermons preached at Smith College. 1980
56:6 Material from lecture at Wayne State University. 1978
56:7 Miscellaneous material from work as theologian-in-residence at College of Wooster. 1979-1980
56:8 Material from funeral service of members of Lucks family. 1956-1982
56:9 Letters from PL to his wife. 1958-1980
56:10 Correspondence and reviews regarding PL's The Transfiguration of Politics. 1975-1976
56:11 Correspondence and reviews regarding PL's Ethics in a Christian Context. 1963-1964
56:12 Correspondence regarding PL's The Transfiguration of Politics. 1972-1978
56:13 Correspondence between PL and Harper and Row Publishers. 1968-1977
56:14 Papers and other material regarding Marxist-Christian dialogue (per original folder). circa 1960s-1970s
56:15 Copies of papers translated by Walter Mosse. circa 1953
56:16 Correspondence and other material regarding the Menzel family. 1964-1986
56:17 Memos, correspondence, and other material from John C. Bennett. 1964-1970
56:18 Correspondence and other material regarding Vietnam. 1965-1968
56:19 Correspondence and other material regarding Jon DeVries. 1968-1972
56:20 Correspondence and other material regarding the Synod of New England. 1964-1971
56:21 Correspondence and other material regarding the Presbytery of NYC. 1963-1966
56:22 Correspondence, photos, and other material from teaching at Graduate Theological Union, California. 1976-1978
56:23 Correspondence regarding lecture at Colgate Rochester Divinity School. 1980
56:24 Correspondence regarding preaching engagement at Sweet Briar College. 1978
56:25  Miscellaneous material regarding preaching engagement at Middlebury College. 1978

56:26  Correspondence and photos from wedding service. 1978

56:27  Correspondence and other material from Jürgen Moltmann. 1976-1986

56:28  Correspondence between PL and various persons. 1960-1968

56:29  Correspondence to PL from various organizations. circa 1960s-1980s

**Box 57**

57:1  Correspondence between PL and various persons. 1968-1982


57:3  Letters (2) - from Dietrich Bonhoeffer to PL. 30 Feb. 1932 and 29 Nov. 1932


57:5  Letters (22) - to PL from various persons. 1929-1933

57:6  Correspondence from various persons. circa 1940s-1960s

57:7  Postcards and Christmas cards to PL from various persons. 1930s-1990s

57:8  Sympathy cards to PL on the death of his father. 1971

57:9  Photos (loose in original box). undated

57:10 Letters (2) from PL to wife. 1940-1949


57:12 Correspondence regarding death of PL’s son and material relating to his hospital stay. 1976-1977

57:13 Sympathy cards to PL upon the death of his son. 1976

57:14 Sympathy cards to PL upon the death of his son. 1976

57:15 Sympathy cards to PL upon the death of his son. 1976

57:16 Papers and other materials belonging to PL's son. various dates

57:17 Correspondence to PL's son from PL in Europe. 1963

57:18 Miscellaneous material from travels. undated

57:19 Memo books and other assorted booklets. circa 1930s-1950s
57:20 Collections of stamps. various dates
57:21 Miscellaneous material. circa 1930s-1960s
57:22 Miscellaneous correspondence and records. 1966-1978

**Box 58**

58:1 Postcards (2). 1900-1919
58:2 Letters (approx. 55) - from Paul Menzel to C. W. Menzel. 1864-1869
58:3 Index cards with notes on books (originally in wooden box - see 58:10). undated
58:4 Photos. undated
58:5 Miscellaneous material from South America and elsewhere. undated
58:6 Copies of travel books for Northern and Southern Germany. 1925-1929
58:8 Photo albums with pictures of Europe. undated
58:9 Photo album with pictures of Europe. undated
58:10 Three empty boxes.

**Box 59**

59:3 Course lecture notes and materials - "Christian Thinking about the Redeemer and Redemption." 1969
59:6 Course lecture notes and materials - "Seminar on Dietrich Bonhoeffer." 1974
59:7 Course lecture notes and materials - "Providence and History." 1976
59:8 Course lecture notes and materials - "The Structure of Responsible Freedom." 1975
Course lecture notes and materials - "Seminar on Theological Foundations." 1975
Correspondence and course material from course taught at Luther Theological Seminary. 1975
Correspondence and other material from San Francisco Theological Seminary. 1975
Notes and manuscripts of various lecture given by PL. 1958-1977
Miscellaneous material from chapel services at UTS. 1965-1970
Correspondence, photos, and other material relating to PL's receiving of an honorary doctorate from Ohio State University. 1984-1986
Doctor of Humane Letters diploma from Ohio State University. 1986
High school and college commencement programs (4). 1922-1926
Correspondence with various publishers and editors. 1969-1972
Sermon notes. 1962-1971
Correspondence and other material from the Presbyterian Church. 1965-1973
Correspondence with Theology Today and manuscripts of PL's response to Paul Ramsey. 1964-1966
Two copies of Leviathan newspaper. 1984
Miscellaneous material from Bryn Mawr College. 1976
Manuscripts of articles by PL and correspondence regarding them. 1950s-1970s
Manuscripts of book reviews by PL and correspondence regarding them. 1968-1975
Correspondence and other material regarding German translation of Ethics in a Christian Context. 1964-1968
Manuscripts of various publications by PL and correspondence regarding them. 1972-1974
Manuscripts of PL's contribution to festschrift for J. de Graaf. 1975
Photocopies of article about PL. undated
Letters to PL from his son. 1968-1974
Certificate from Purgatorian Society to Peter Lehman. 1984
Correspondence regarding PL's son. 1971-1974
Box 60

60:1 Manuscripts of book reviews by PL and correspondence regarding them. 1976-1980
60:2 Manuscripts of articles by PL regarding Easter. 1977-1979
60:3 Manuscripts of article by PL regarding Haitian refugees. 1980
60:4 Manuscripts of papers by PL. undated
60:5 Manuscript and other material regarding contribution to book for Paul Meacham. 1982
60:6 Copies of various publications containing contributions by PL. 1962-1978
60:7 Manuscript of lecture in honor of Reinhold Niebuhr. 1984
60:8 Correspondence and sermon notes. 1980
60:9 Correspondence and other material relating to sale of home and other legal matters. 1977-1985
60:10 Wills and other legal documents of Ernst and Lo Muller. 1965-1975
60:11 Letters to PL and wife. 1939
60:12 Photos (original folder marked "Marion Lehmann - Family Photos"). undated
60:13 Copy of paper by Clifford Green. 1965
60:15 Miscellaneous information about Medicare, insurance, and pension. 1977-1983
60:16 Miscellaneous medical insurance information. 1983-1984
60:17 Notes and other material from conference on terrorism. 1981
60:18 Certificate of baptism and correspondence. 1971
60:19 Marriage certificate. 1929
60:20 Letters, travel diaries, and other material. 1902-1969
60:21 Letters and cards. 1970s-1980s
60:22 Miscellaneous photos (loose in original box). undated
60:23 Copies of publications by PL. 1950s-1960s
60:24 Papers from Ritschl symposium. 1973
60:25 Paper from Paul Study Group. 1979
60:26 Manuscript of book by Josef Hromadka and copy of letter from Barth to Hromadka. 1986
60:27 Paper by Laine Hawxhurst on PL's ethics. 1980
60:28 Manuscript, correspondence, and other material from lecture at Muskingham College. 1965-1966

Box 61
61:1 Letters and other papers from PL's son. circa 1950s-1960s
61:2 Letters to PL from his son. 1969-1970
61:3 Letters to PL from his son. 1970-1972
61:4 Letters to PL from his son. 1974-1975
61:5 Sermon manuscript, correspondence, and other material from PL's son's baccalaureate service. 1973
61:6 Correspondence and other material from PL's son. 1962-1963
61:7 Miscellaneous material regarding PL's son and the selective service system. 1967-1970
61:8 Papers written by PL's son in college. 1967-1970
61:9 Miscellaneous material from Colorado College. 1967-1972
61:10 Correspondence and other material from time of PL's son's sickness and death. 1976
61:11 Photos of PL and PL's son.
61:12 Manuscripts and other material from various addresses and lectures. 1963-1965
61:13 Manuscripts and other material from various addresses and lectures. 1966-1973
61:14 Manuscripts of article [by PL?] on the Selective Service Act. undated
61:15 Notes, papers, and other material from conference at Duke University. 1968
61:16 Correspondence and other material from lecture at Denison University. 1965
61:17 Correspondence and other material from lecture at the University of Rochester. 1964
61:18 Correspondence and lecture notes from lecture at Yale University. 1965
61:19 Correspondence and other material from lecture at Princeton Seminary. 1964
61:20 Correspondence and other material from lecture at Student Christian Movement conference. 1966
61:21 Manuscript of address and related correspondence. 1962-1963
61:22 Correspondence and other material from lecture at National Association of College and University Chaplains conference. 1964
61:23 Miscellaneous travel material. 1963-1964
61:24 Manuscripts of PL's "Piety, Power, and Politics". 1984
61:25 Manuscripts and other material from address at Princeton Seminary. 1981

Box 62
62:1 Correspondence and other material from conference on nuclear arms race. 1980-1981
62:2 Correspondence, papers, and other material from conference on The Confession of 1967. 1982
62:3 Correspondence, papers, and other material from conference at Harvard University. 1980
62:4 Correspondence, lecture manuscripts, and other material from conference at Washington and Lee University. 1984
62:5 Correspondence, papers, and other material from meeting of The American Society of Christian Ethics. 1973
62:6 Manuscript of dissertation by Nancy Duff. 1987
62:7 Copy of M.Div. thesis by Tina Pippin. 1980
62:8 Copy of M.Div. thesis by David Michael Dodd. 1976
62:9 Copy of "Conversations with the Faculty of UTS 1976-1977". 1977
62:10 Copy of article by PL and notes from address at Madison Ave. Presbyterian Church. 1984
62:11 Manuscripts of PL's obituary of Herbert Gezork. 1985
62:14 Sympathy cards to PL upon the death of his son. 1976
62:15 Miscellaneous correspondence. various dates
62:16 Miscellaneous newspaper clippings. 1896-1982
62:17 Correspondence and other miscellaneous material from UTS. 1928-1931
62:18 Miscellaneous material from UTS. 1929-1931
62:19 Correspondence between PL, his father, and his brother. 1948-1950
62:20 Correspondence between PL, his father, and his brother. 1951-1953
62:21 Galley proof manuscript of PL's *Christologie und Politik*. 1975
62:22 Sermon manuscript and other material from ordination service for Peter Sulyok. 1981
62:23 Letters to PL's father from soldiers during World War I. 1917-1919

**Box 63**
63:1 Copy of 1934 Elmhurst College yearbook. 1934
63:2 Copy of 1935 Elmhurst College yearbook. 1935
63:3 Copy of 1936 Elmhurst College yearbook. 1936
63:4 Copy of 1926 Ohio State University yearbook. 1926
63:5 Copy of 1927 Ohio State University yearbook. 1927
63:7 Diaries belonging to PL's father. 1898-1899
63:8 Guest book. 1924-1971
63:9 Guest book. 1929-1948
63:10 Guest book. 1948-1960
63:11 1923 datebook with pages from *Much Ado About Nothing* pasted on each page. circa 1923
63:12 Copy of Karl Barth's *Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 1756/1956*. 1956
63:13 Copies (2) of French journal for Fulbright scholars. circa 1954
63:14 Book of signatures honoring Ernst Muller. circa 1964
63:16 Miscellaneous publications. 1955-1975
63:17 Postcards to and from PL. circa 1950s-1960s

**Box 64**
64:1 Sheet music written by PL. undated
64:2 Clerical collar belonging to PL's grandfather. undated
64:3 Correspondence and publications from various organizations. 1975-1982
64:4 Small notebooks and date books. circa 1950s-1960s
64:5 Paperback copy of *Luther's Large Catechism*. 1967
64:6 Various material belonging to PL’s son. various dates
64:7 Sympathy cards to PL upon the death of his son. 1976
64:8 Unused post cards. undated
64:9 Miscellaneous correspondence. 1920s-1960s
64:10 Miscellaneous correspondence. 1971-1986
64:11 Miscellaneous correspondence. 1971-1986
64:12 Correspondence between PL and wife. various dates
64:13 Letters and other things from turn of century. 1893-1905
64:14 Older photographs (loose in original box). undated
64:15 Miscellaneous photographs (loose in original box). undated
64:16 Miscellaneous photographs (loose in original box). undated
64:17 Miscellaneous photographs (loose in original box). undated
64:18 Miscellaneous correspondence, travel material, and publications. various dates
64:19 Newspaper clippings. various dates
64:20 Correspondence regarding the Tennessee Squires and Jack Daniels distillery. 1982
64:21 Hardback copy of Bonhoeffer's *Ethik*, signed by Eberhard Bethge. 1949
64:22 Obituary of PL. 1994
64:23 Photo album. undated
64:24 Photo album. undated

Box 65

65:1 Framed photographs. undated
    Also in box:
    - Oversized photographs (2) and documents (2). various dates
- Album of letters written for banquet in honor of PL. 1972
- Albums (2) of letters written in honor of Ernst Muller. 1961

**Box 66**

Miscellaneous oversized items, including:

- Scrapbook of correspondence, newspaper clippings, and other material from PL's father's trip to India. 1923
- Marriage certificate for PL's mother and father. 1905
- Group photo at Church of the Redeemer. 1898
- Documents from dedication of the cathedral church at Wittenberg. 1892

**Box 67**

67:1 Letters (2) - from Dietrich Bonhoeffer to PL and photocopies of the letters. 23 Aug. 1931 and 5 Nov. 1931
67:2 Letters (2) - from Dietrich Bonhoeffer to PL and photocopies of the letters. 19 Feb. 1932 and 30 May 1932
67:3 Postcard - from Dietrich Bonhoeffer to PL and photocopy of the card. 5 Sept. 1936
67:4 Photocopy of letter - from PL to Dietrich Bonhoeffer. 27 May 1939
67:5 Letter - from Dietrich Bonhoeffer to PL and photocopy of the letter. 17 June 1939
67:6 Letter - from PL to Dietrich Bonhoeffer and photocopy of the letter. 28 June 1939
67:7 Postcard - from Dietrich Bonhoeffer to PL and transcription of the card. 28 June 1939
67:8 Letter - from Dietrich Bonhoeffer to PL and photocopy of the letter. 30 June 1939
67:9 Letter - from PL to Dietrich Bonhoeffer and photocopy of the letter. 2 July 1939
67:10 Postcard - from Dietrich Bonhoeffer to PL and transcription of the card. 3 July 1939
67:11 Postcards (2) - from Dietrich Bonhoeffer to PL. dates unclear
67:12 Photocopy of letter - from Dietrich Bonhoeffer to PL. undated
67:13 Letter - from Reinhold Niebuhr to PL and letters (2) - from PL to Niebuhr and Dietrich Bonhoeffer [with small note - 1983 - handwritten]
by PL and paper clipped to the three letters in the original file]. 8 July 1939, 27 May 1939 and 31 July 1939

67:14 Photographs (4) - of PL, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, and others [see note by PL in 60:14]. 1931

67:15 Photograph - of PL, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, and others at the beach. undated

67:16 Photograph - of Dietrich Bonhoeffer and Albrecht Schonher. 1936

67:17 Photograph - of Dietrich Bonhoeffer aboard ship en route to America [see note by PL in 60:14]. 1939

67:18 Photograph - of Dietrich Bonhoeffer and Eberhard Bethge [see note by PL in 60:14]. [1940?] 

67:19 Photograph - of Dietrich Bonhoeffer. undated

67:20 Photograph - of Dietrich Bonhoeffer memorial [see note by PL in 60:14]. undated

67:21 Letters - sent out by PL et al. soliciting speaking engagements for Dietrich Bonhoeffer and then recalling the previous letter after Bonhoeffer's plans changed. 27 June 1939 and 3 July 1939

67:22 Letters (13) - between PL and various persons regarding speaking engagements for Dietrich Bonhoeffer. May-July 1939


67:24 Letters (2) - between PL and Reinhold Niebuhr and photocopies of the letters. 11 May and 28 June 1939

67:25 Transcriptions of various letters from Dietrich Bonhoeffer to PL.

67:26 Photocopies of letter - from Dietrich Bonhoeffer to his aunt and uncle; letter - to PL from Lieschen Redelin regarding the letter; picture - of unidentified woman. 12 Dec. 1932, 2 June 1987, 1941

67:27 Letter - to Ms. Wedell [from PL?]. 31 July 1939

67:28 Letter - from "Bormann." 2 Feb. 1939

67:29 Letters (2) - from Sabine Leibholz to PL and to another person. 1946 & 1969

67:30 Photocopy of article from Time Magazine - regarding Maria von Wedemeyer. 1 Dec. 1967

67:31 Letter - [name of sender unclear] and copies of sermons. 15 Oct. 1939

67:32 Letter - [unclear] - to PL from Emil Brunner. 2 Nov. 1930?

67:33 Letter - to PL from Jewel Baillie. undated
67:34 Letters (3) - to PL from Erwin Sutz. 1931-1939
67:35 Letters (4) - between PL and Erwin Sutz and photo of Sutz. 1982-1983
67:36 Letters (2) - to PL from Gunter Gloede and photo and letter from unnamed person. 1938-1947
67:37 Letter and photos - to PL from Ernst Jansen. 22 May 1931
67:38 Letter and photos - to PL from Max-Peter Meyer. 24 July 1939
67:39 Letter - from PL to his father. 17 July 1939
67:40 Letter - to PL from Johannes Schattenmann. 14 June 1932
67:41 Letters (2) - to PL from various persons [names unclear]. 1932
67:42 Letter - to PL from Marcel Brun expressing concern for Dietrich Bonhoeffer's safety. undated
67:43 Letters (5) - to PL from various persons requesting information about Dietrich Bonhoeffer. 1968-1972
67:44 Photo - of Werner Koch. 1980
67:45 Letter - from PL to "Stephen." 1983
67:46 Letter - to Wallace Alston from Eberhard Bethge regarding letters from Dietrich Bonhoeffer to PL. 1996

Box 68
68:1 Miscellaneous articles and publications sent to PL, each signed by its author. various dates
68:2 Miscellaneous articles and publications sent to PL, each signed by its author. various dates
68:3 Miscellaneous articles and publications sent to PL, each signed by its author. various dates
68:4 Miscellaneous articles and publications sent to PL, each signed by its author. various dates
68:5 Miscellaneous articles and publications sent to PL, each signed by its author. various dates
68:6 Miscellaneous articles and publications sent to PL, each signed by its author. various dates
68:7 Copies of Theology Today 29 and Union Seminary Quarterly Review 29, issues dedicated to articles in honor of PL. (April 1972), (Spring & Summer 1974)
68:8 Miscellaneous journals containing articles and book reviews by PL. various dates
68:9  Miscellaneous articles and publications sent to PL, each signed by the author. Various dates

68:10 2 letters and 1 postcard from Paul Lehmann to Martin Rumscheidt [accession 2004.13]
